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The FRESH,
FUNKY Voter's
Guide is back!

HKIITHiWlll

w Special election issue

8

Special Pullout, inside

*
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Forget the rest. Jj Al Gore boogies
Consult the K down and comes
a
best! Clinton! Z to town.
Opinion, 10
jjNews. 2

In it to win it or not

RTA drives

SU alum seeks recognition for
Natural Law Party as candidate for

onto ballot

secretary of state
TERI ANDERSON
Executive Editor
Unlike

most

politicians,

Secretary of State candidate
GaryGillisn'tout to winpub-

lie office.
Instead, the Seattle Univer-

L

L
V*

.

sity alumnus is trying to gain
public recognition for the
Natural Law Party.
"Five-percent of the vote |
would be spectacular in this |j
climate," Gill said. "It would
gel make us a registeredparty
in this state."
Gill first got involved with i
theparty in 1992, while workingin Washington, DC.There
heworked as a consultant for
a group that deals health and

k^

rucation

issues.
Dr.John Hagelin, anPhysicistand friend of Gills,talked

to him and approximately 15
others about formingapoliticalparty.Thegroupallworked
withpoliticians and saw areal
need for some sort of reform
in the political process.
"Basically we want to
change the government from
thedirection it'smoving," Gill
aid.
The NLP tries to bring scienceintopolitics. Party members, like Gill, try to take an
intellectual, science related >SU alumnus Gary Gill returns to his alma mater as a canuiaatejor
Gill, a member of theNaturalLaw Party, graduated
stance on issues, ranging for secretaryof state.
a'degree in EuropeanScience.
health care to the economy. Jfrom SU in 1975 with
Besides pending issues, the
party thinks that a number of
itis in Great Britain,Gillsaid in
political electionreforms should enceinthe areaof elections.Some- his campaign statement.
occur,including:
thinghewouldlike todo isincrease
"Someone has to stand up and
" Giving all qualified candi- voterinformationlhroughexpanded
say, "look, we have to change
dates equal access to the media, print and on-line voterguides,and things'," he said.
ballot and public.
televised publicly sponsored t'oThe political hopefulhas lived
" Publicly sponsoringpolitical rums.
Developingsimple, univer- in the Puget Sound area for 27
campaigns rather than privately sal voter registration and voting years.
funding them. Ideally, this will procedures is also something he
Hegraduated fromSeattleUniend the influence of special in- wouldlike to do.
versity in 1975 with a Bachelors
terest money on election outThe United States voters' turn- degree inEuropeanScience. He
comes.
out is disappointing to Gill. In- went on to obtain his masters
"EliminatingallPACandsoft- creasing voter participation is one degree at Mem University in
money funding of campaigns.
ofhis main goals. He wouldlike to
See Alumnus on page 4
Becoming Secretary of State get it up to 95 percentor greater as
■

mass transit
Proposed light-rail system
runs close to SU campus
MEGAN MCCOID
Managing Editor

hut nl preparing lor tin. lorlhcominj!

The future of Seattle Universil)
includes a law school, a univcrsit)
center and 75(X) staff. faculty and
students arriv ing on campus da
However, ilns premonition sees
only 1600parkingspaces a bleak
fate foi Si's commuter population.
Next Tuesday, voters in the Pugct
Sound area will decide whether to
approve the Regional Transit
Sound Move
Authority's
proposition, a package that is aimed
at providing effective and extensive
alternatives lor the single cardnvet
Sl' is looking towards Sound
Move as a solution lot
accommodatingthe commuters that
make up thebulk of the university's
growing community
It is not only a matter ol simpl)

happens.
A big factor in retaining sluclcnis
andattracting stall i- lu>w ea
get tocampus," s.mi Jerrj Pcdcrson
dircctoi nl Administi
and Planning

gettingaparkingspaceforever) cai

1

expansion ol ihc SU campus ;md
keeping people .11 the school

Right now.getting tocampu
thai eas) According to P
SU current!) has
spaces, .mil these arc Illli
limit

Phej 're always nver capai
Pederson commented.
Typically, about ixl » di i
left withnoplace to park oncan
Pederson predicts that thi nui
will grow in aboul 7(X) in the next
four sens.
Theconstruction ol the law school
■

-

Sec Commuting on pagt

Relics of elections
past ondisplay

1924 campaign book
addresses issues #
familiar to '96 voters

PeggyEaton
naign materials litlt-d Artifacts
News Editor
of the Campaign Trail. The disapproaches!
day
play is part of a lurge personal
As election
seen;; collection of campaign matericampaigning
of
can
si^ns
throughout Seattle IJuiverity's als, literature and propoganda
campus. Bumpersjwkers read- accumulatedbyRobertHarmon,
ing"PresidentISj§pn: Now More professor of emeritus history .it
Than Ever," "1like Ike" buttons SI
Theextensive eolleitionondisand Kennedy posters promising
k-ttdtiship tor the 'W»s foretell plii\ features genuine campaign
the toininu election or rather posters, buttons and flyers distell the story of numerous elec- playing support for candjdate.s
tion* at years past.
andissues. Such well know n canLibrary
is diduus, Muludmit J'fvMtkut*
SU*s own Leiuieux
housing this> tvldentt lurnur ivennedv and Nrvon as well as
«»Bp»ig«^ in a dbplay of camSee&Uplay mt page 4

.
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News
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Gore pours emotion
NEWS during heavy showers
HealthCenter to ProvideI
TheStudent Health Center willbeprovid fiu shots as pan
ofa monthly campaign.
Theshots are available for the entire Seattle Univei
pus for $5 perperson. Flushots will be administered firoi
a.m.-3 :30p.m. Oct.31 andNoV.5-6in thebookstorelobby intfie
University Services Building.
ElDiaDel Los Muertos Celebrated
A celebration entitled "ElDia Del LosMuertos: A Celebrationof Life,"willbeheldNov. 4. Participants areinvited tobring
photographsandsmall offeringsof flowers, fruit,candy or bread
to beplaced on the altar. The celebration will begin at noonin
CampionChapel.
Speaker to Discuss Tobacco Advertising

TheAlbers School ofBusinessand the Economics Marketing
Group will sponsor alecture entitled "The Insidious Aspects of
CigaretteAdvertising." RichardPollay, aprofessor ofadvertisingandmarket managementat the University ofBritishColumbia, will speak on tobacco advertising Nov. 8 in Pigott The
lecture will begin at 1p.m. in Pigott 101.

Vice President draws large crowd to
encourage voters, support local
candidates
TeriAnderson
Executive Editor
Theraindidn'tdiscriminate when
United States Vice President Al
Gore visitedSeattle on Monday.
Approximately 3,000 people
waited for
nearly two
hours to
hear him at
a rally held
on Pier 48

A Women's SelfDefense Workshop willbeheldNov.9 at the
Connolly Center Quiet Exercise Room. The class, taught by
Cristien Storm, will serveas an introductory boundary setting
workshop that empowers women with options and self-defense'
skills.
The workshopcosts $7 and will run 10a.m.-l p.m. For more
information or to pre-register,contact Anne Carragher
5907.

ExhibitHonors Women
An exhibit honoring African American women is on displa
at the WismerCenter for Women. Theexlu.bit is acollection of
posters entitled "Women of Hope: African Americans Who
Made a Difference" and will be on display through Nov. 1
Seattle Rape Relief Auction Nov. 16
The Seventh Annual Seattle Rape ReliefAuction wiil
Nov.16 at theHistoric NipponKanThe
silent auction include original artwork by -ynda
snowboard,ski passes andairline tickets.
AH proceeds from the i tion will
ore informal
assault survivors. 1
5531.

Jeff Coopersmith and Jim

McDcrmott.
"We have a chance to change

congress," Gore said.
He urged attendees to vote in
favor of all of Washington's
Democratic Candidates because of
his experience with the Republican
dominated Congress for the past
couple years.
Gore spoke with shear emotion
ashe describedhis past two yearsin
office.
He struck achord with onlookers
as he told them that it's been
frustrating. He captured that
frustration with a story about the
Republicans' proposed "Contract

withAmerica".Thecontract, which

would have enabled Americans to
pay off the deficit, died in
legislation.
helpedkeep
h
c
t

legislation
from
passing.
"Every
vote

Applications for students applying for graduation are
Nov.l for those wishing tograduatein Winter or SpringQuarfc
andFeb. 1 for those graduating in Fallor Summer Quarters.

Free Computer CoursesAvailable
Seattle University offers free computer courses for students,
faculty and staffmembers. Theone-day classes,which typically
lastno longer than twohours,are taught on a variety ofsubjects
including internet use, introduction and advanced classes for
specific computer programs and web pages.
For more information about the classes,call 296-5550.

Photo Courtesy Clinton/Gore '96

Vice President AlGore

"We want every 8-year-old to
read books,"he boasted. "We want
to connect every classroom to the
internet."
Expanding opportunities for
more Americans to go tocollege is
also a high priority.
Gore proudly spoke of two bills
thatClinton has proposed toensure

speaking of things that Republican
Presidential Candidate Bob Dole's
wants to do. Some of the things
Gore mentioned: eliminating the
Departmentof Education,repealing
theBradyBilland throwingout the
assualt weaponsban.
"We won't let them. We will
not," he forcefully said. "We can
not. We must

Democrats,
he said,

counted,"

Graduation Application Deadlines

jm

Heavy
downpour
causedthe rallytobemoved inside
The short stop in Seattle was
primarily to rally support for local
democratics running for public
office. Among those candidates in
attendence wereGary Locke,Norm
Dicks,

Self Defense Workshop Held at Connolly Center

,

Gore said.
Gore
used

We want every 8-year-old "to read
books. We want to connect every
classroom to the Internet.
Al Gore, Vice president of the
United states of America

the

story to illustrate to attendees how
important it was forpeople to vote
the Republicans out of Congress.
He felt that it could help to end

situations like the one he spoke
about.
He argued that the Democratics
can basically saveWashingtonState
from Republican-generatedplans,
like the "Contract of America".

The Vice President then
discussed thePresident's plans for
their next four years in office, if reelected.
Educationis one of their highest
priorites.

came to the

rally toshow
support for
Clinton and
Gore, and
appreciation
for the work
they'vedone
in office.
Je n n

that more students could afford
higher education. The first was the
idea ofgivingeveryfamily a$ 1,500
tax credit so their child could get
two years of community college
free. The second wasa $10,000 tax
deduction for families to pay for a
four year university education for
their student.
He said that they have plans for
increasing the number ofjobs inthe
US. They also want to work to
lower the nations crime rate.
"Not everyone shares the same
vision we do," Gore added.
Attendees went wild as he begun

Krisvosha, a University of
Washington student, said shecame

because she thinksit's important to
hear the issues.
"It's our future," she said. "It's
important for us to know."
Earlier in the day,Gorespoke at
a rally in Spokane. After the
afternoon in Seattle, he left for
further campaigning in Portland,

Ore.
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'96 Career Expo gives students jump
start down road of employment
70 organizations, resume competition
help prep students for job market
from companies without the
pressure of an interview situa-

tions judges the resumes on the
basis of appearance, content,
readabilityand persuasiveness.
There wasa winner fromeach
Over 70 organizations were
six categories. The winners
of
represented yesterday at Career
DonaldS. Wimer for Arts
were:
Expo '96 in Campion Ballroom.
Sciences,
Gabriel Guevorra
and
Studentshad the opportunity to
Engineering,
for
Science
and
find information about careers,
for
Business
Alethila
Landos
internships and volunteer opundergraduate, Madhura
portunities.
Mukherji
for Business graduThe Career Expo is put on ate,
and Jap-Ji Kaur Keating
primarily by the Career
Devclopcmenl Center and ben- for Non business graduate.
Winners were givenprizes doefits students in many ways.
nated by participating busi"(It helps) tocxpose students
nesses.
to companies," career specialParticipating companies and
the
Shope
from
Caist Laura
organizations
feel that the Career DcvelopementCenter said.
Expo
is
beneficial to stu"It gives students a direct op- reer
dents.
portunity to talk to companies
"I think it helps students rewith jobs that are open."
and find out about difsearch
The expo is also a way for
ferent
companies and helps
companies to see the students
a good sense of what's
get
them
that Seattle University has to
there,"Jane DePaolo. WRQ
out
offer.
in
its a chance For companies Employment Coordinator
Resources, said. "Ihope
Human
to get to know our students and
to
they can recognize us," Shope that it emphasizes the need

SARA CHRISTENSEN
Staff Reporter

tion.
"(Students) start to learn how
to interact with companies and
figure out what they want to

do." Microsoft recruitor
Michcle Benson said.
The expo also helps students
make the transition between
school and the working world.
They can also learn what companies are looking for inappli-

-

-

said.
For those interested,a resume
contest was added to the Expo
this year. A panel of experts
from participating organiza-

cants.

"(Students should) be able to
apply what they learn in school
to real-life situations and be
more confident and secure
about what they want to do."
said Rosemary Diaz, Human
Resources Assistant for King 5
Television, said.

The Career Expo is well organizedand that is appreciated
by participating companies.
"This is probably the best
organized career expo in the
region," said Dorothy Culjat
Peace Corps Regional Manager.
internship
you're
while
do an
"What has always impressed me
in school."
seen
as
a
is
the participation of the stuThe expo can be
dents.
It's very professionally
to
way to become accustomed
done."
representatives
speaking with

aSeattle

Mandy Matzke

Spectator

SU'fifth-yearstudentChris BmwnspeakstofellowSEH America employee
Mark Seacrest at yesterday's Career Expo. Seventy organizations
participated in the expo, offering job, volunteer and internship

opportunities.
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CLOSE THE SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS:
A PLEA FOR MORAL ACTION

,

A message to the Seattle University community:

,

gainer
Each year on November 16th a group of students, staff and faculty
worked at the
women
who
and
two
of
six
Jesuits
the
assassination
remember
their commitment
Universidad de Centro Americano in El Salvador. We honorthe
poor which led
to the poor and their courage to act for justice on behalf of
to

to their martyrdom by death squad.

and our gathering in
This year in addition to our celebration of the Eucharist more wecan do.
Draver at
memorial on the quad, there is something
and
Father Bob Grimm, S.J., former professor in the Albers School of Business has
Northwest,
Economics and current Provincial Superior of the Jesuits of the
Fort Benning,
written a letter urging the closure of the School of the Americas at intimidation,
methods
of
trained
in
were
many
of these assassins
Georgia where
torture and murder.

'their

support this letter
We the undersigned Jesuits of Seattle University, strongly
to our various
support
communicating
our
will
be
from our provincial and we
staff,
representatives We encourage all of our university colleagues-students,
out
and
speak
up,
stand
faculty administrators, trustees, alums and friends--to
May
education
of
assassins.
the
American
end
to
ways
various
for
an
labor in
work
the example of our brothers and sisters in El Salvador give us strength to
world.
in
our
justice
y///
peace
and
a
&
for areater
I
9
P
'■")

Sincerely,

<-—^>

,-p

,

were stunned by
Seven years ago on November 16, 1989, people throughout the world
in
El
Salvador Most
daughter
,heir
and
her
housekeeper
priests
of us inthe United States had ahard time believing early reports that the American government
even
hadeducated these soldiers in principles ofmurder, torture andblackmail And we found it
(his (raining had aken p|ace on American soil at the School of
tifftaiH
Americas inFort Denning, Georgia
bes( hopes j( has become dear tha hese early repons were true Even the
like them,
Pentagon has acknowledged that not only these assassins, but thousands ofsoldiers
American
The end
taxpayer
of
the
expense
nave received "advanced training" in thuggery at the
to the
result has beengrowth of military forces through Central and South America committed
brutalization of their ownpeople rather than ihe honorable defense of their countries That isa
moral ragedy so|dieringhas |ong been considered an honorable profession. Jesus himself told
so|diers o do heir duty and be sat isfied wi,ntheir pay But America hasdishonored thebest ot
our own mi yMry traditionby teaching savagery
The pentagon recently assured Americans that the dishonorablepolicies that were part of
the scnoo|.s curriculum for so many years have been changed But no school with such a track
record should be allowed to remain open Too much innocent bloodhas been spilled. Too many
hearts still cry out for justice
run
For (hese grave reasonSi [ urge that the President, Congress, and the People of the United
our nations emphatic
signal
less
will
Nothing
Scnool
oflne
Americas
move
0
dose
lhe
Slates
commitment to moral principle, and our promise to sustain themoral right and dignity ofall
or name
persons To allow the School of the Americas to continue anylonger under any guise
or support.
suggests that our public documentsand our political values are not worthy of trust
our
urge persons o f good will and commitment to justice to demand action
- orfrom
stand
in
Americas
to
to
the
School
of
the
against
all
out
speak
encourage
government. I
silent vigil beforeits gates on November 16, 1996. as witnesses to the blood its graduates have
so eedl sly shed
(he bru(a|slayjng ofs|x Jesui
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News
Ranger challenge puts
campus ROTC to test
Six mile team run, sit-up and pull-up
tests just part of the weekend fun

Members ofthe two ROTC Ranger Challenge teams come hack allsmiles after the competition, which tested
physical enduranceandteamwork. The men 's team took top honors while the coedleant came in secondplace.

Shane Updike
Staff Reporter
Leadershipandteamworkskills
were pui to the test as 17 members of the SU ROTC cadets
crossed bridges and ran endurance races at the 1996 Ranger
Challenge.
This year SU entered a
male team consisting of
members and a
nine
coed team that had eight
members. The male team
won their competition
against the male teams
from three competing
schools. The coed team
finished second in their
group in the Oct 19-20

than the physical
"When you push yourself
physically to the max, you (arc)
faced with a decision. You must
choose to quit or choose to drive
on. Rangers never quit," said
mind begins to
Jones. "The
run the body. This is what Ranger
Challenge is all about."

way to build teamwork," stated
Jones. "This is one of the few
opportunities of college to have
this sort of team camaraderie. It
was a great experience."
By winning the head to head
part of the competition, the male
Ranger challenge team would
normally go on to the regional
competition.
However,because oflack
of funds, they arc not able to
do that this year. But, their
score will be matched up
against the scores of other
teams that won their head to
head competition, and the
team with the highest score
will win.
SU has a good chance of
winning this second phase
of the competitionalso.
"We were able to win this
competition because we
stuck together as a team and
we followed our game plan
perfectly,"Jones said. "It is because,of this mental toughness
that Iam proud of our guys."
Jones concludedby saying, "In
the Army they alwaysemphasize
hydration. We madesure that we
drank plenty of waterprior to the
run, but throughout the run our
team sucked it up and we drained
deep the chalice of courage."

....you are faced with a
decision. You must
choose to quit or choose
to drive on. Rangers
never quit.

event.
event, which took
place at Fort Lewis, consists of four events. The
PT test consists of sit-ups,
push-ups and a two mile run.
The teams must also complete
the rope bridge event and a hand
grenade assault course, where

The

the competitors must throw hand
grenades at different targets.
The final event, the ruck run,
requires ihc team to run six miles
together whileeach member carries a backpack and a M-16.
The physical part of the Ranger
Challenge is daunting. According to Bryce Jones, the cadet officer of theSU RangerChallenge
team, the mental part of the competitionis evenmorechallenging

BRYCE JONES, CADET
OFFICER
According toJones, the people
that participated inRanger Challenge hadto work out every weekday for three weeks, so it was
important that they stayed mentally focused on gettingready for
the competition.
Another important aspect of the
Ranger Challenge is teamwork.
During the ruck run eight competitors must be within25 feet of
each other when they cross the
finish line, so it is important that
the whole team stays together.
"Knowingthatyouhave to rely
on these other people is a great

SU ROTC cadets competed
against cadets from the Univer-

sity of Washington, Pacific
Lutheran University and Central
WashingtonUniversityin the annual event.

Display: campaigns

remembered as election
approaches
From pa%e1
bumperstickers fromlesssuccessful campaigns reading

I "McGovern/Shriver,"whichdates
to an unsuccessful 1972 bid for
the White House.
Thedisplay alsofeatures sides
of thepolitical arena nottypically
indie spotlight. Sharing the display cases withbuttons endorsing
RossPeroiandPresidentBushare
flyerssupportingformerCommunist Party presidential candidate
GusHalland buttons calling for
"uppity womenunite."
The oldest campaign relic on
display isa1924DemocraticCaropaign Bookissued by theDemocraf icNationalandCongressional
Committees. In the campaign
book, ali too familiar issues such
as child welfare,the influence of
special interest groups,immigration, conservation of natural resourcesand improving education
are addressed. The book also
highlightstheneedforhonestgovernment officials, almost mimicking the character attacks seen
throughout this election season.
Harmon's earliest election
memories are of President
Franklin Roosevelt's election in
1932. He has alsobeen exposed
to propoganda in Europe while
serving in the military during
World WarIIandrecalls numerous political campaigns here in
the UnitedStates.
"The world is full of propaganda andI've always beeninterestedinit Itdoes giveyou anidea
of how people think," said
Harmon, whousedlogointoCommunist party headquarters to ask
forinformation.
Amongthe most blatant propaganda Harmon has encountered
came from the Europe during
World War11. Harmon has an

elementaryschooltextbook from

dieNazi Germany era whichdisplays blatant hatetowardsJewish
While living in England in
1948,Harmon wasalso exposed
topoliticalissues such as debates

over health care plans. Harmon
notes that such issues and
propoganda which may seem
unique to aparticularplace, actually crossnationalboundariesand
areeasily foundon Americansoil.
Harmon was encouraged to
begin collecting these campaign
treasuresby former studentLotte
Larsen Meyer, whoalsobecame
afaculty member at theLemiuex
Library. However, havinglived "
in Olympia, politics has always
been an influence in Harmon's
"'You were just involved in
politcs ina townthat was devoted
to politics," Harmon said. "The
Northwest hasbeenhome tosome
interesting movements," said
Harmon.

Theinterestin campaignliterature seems to have passedalong
from father to son as Harmon's

sonhas developedacollection of
French election posters and
propoganda.
His collection of campaign
materials, which will be on display until after the election, includes buttons from various
Northwest union movements,as
wellasone ledbyCaesarChavez.
Buttonsreading"Boycott nonunion grapes," and "Buy only
UFWOC AFL-CIO lettuce,"
adorn the library display case,
highlighting several union campaigns.
"Tyealways beenawareof the
usefulnessforthis typeof thing."
Harmon said, 'lit lets you] see
about the natureof the world."

Alumnus: election reform
high on list of priorities
From pave 1
Switzerland
Gill is an educator and project
organizer. He works for an educational consulting firm called the
Swiss company.
The company works with government officials to reform their
education systems.Formonths, him
andhis co-workers go into aschool
district and teach courses. While
there they work to identify problems and solutions with the system.

After about four months, they
present a plan for reform to school
officials.
He also spendssix months out of
everyyear workingwith non-profit
organizations.
Currently,he is helping two men
withthedevelopmentand constructionofa 7,000-acre luxuryresort in

theBlue RidgeMountains ofNorth
Carolina.
"It's pretty interesting,"he said.
"We are building it using the highest environmentalstandards."
Most of thematerials beingused
for it are from Europe. Non-toxic
paints and stains are just some the
materials being used in the construction process.
For the time being, Gillhas put
work on the house on hold. He
hasn't,however, put his campaign
on hold.
Gill plans to keep on politicking
right up to the election.
"We want to get more professionalpeople intothe political process," he said. "At the same time,
we want to build constituency for
them."

News
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Halloween carnival draws 100 brave souls
Campion Ballroom fashions judged on freaky, scary qualities
as music gift certificates, were
chosen by the crowd, who
cheered for their favorite

JASON FALK
StaffReporter

costume.

Approximately 100 people

The cross dressing category
was won by Jacob Pun/.al, who
swaggered and waddled across
the stage, giving his best
impression of his "girlish"
carnival.
characteristics. Pun/.al played
The event was sponsored by
to the crowd, showing off his
the Campion Hall Council and legs
to encourage cheers from
drew a crowd similar in size to
the crowd.
last year's Halloween
Thomas Krynsky. udders
/„,
carnival.
and all, won for the most
I
ill' \
It started at 9
\ original costume of a cow.
p.m. with a
Krynsky
sparse crowd I
r
\*o»'i *% l\ "mooooed". while
"
,
:;,.<r"-W mm
m
iizlXJ JQiii on stage to invoke
around. P,?&
]au £ h{cr
and
Participants
hy£&\(ye*_' v| cheers from the
■jcL^riiXi-^" crowd. He was
games such
excited to win,
as the bean bag toss and balloon asking,
"does my picture get to
darting. They also had a chance
be in the Spectator?"
to have their fortunes told and
Freakiest and scariest
partake of free food and sodas.
category winner. Genevieve
Tickets for the games were Toon,
donned all black garb
originally supposed to cost $ 1 , with a splash of white paint on
but were givenaway for free so
her lace to achieve the
that a good time would be had "vampiress" look.
She creeped
by all.
hauntingly in front of the crowd
More people eventually
to gain theireerie support, while
turned out to witness the
Helen Park walked away with
Halloween costume contest,
the honor of best overall
which began around 10:30 p.m.
costume.
The mood became more
Finally, there was music and
festive when the contest began, dancing that lasted until
enabling the participants and
approximately 1 a.m. A few
the crowd to actively get
end, with
to

gathered in the Campion
ballroomlast Saturdaynight for
an evening of frightening fun
at the second-annual Halloween
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involved.

The contest was the highlight
of the evening, giving
contestants an opportunity to
compete in four different
costume categories. Winners,
who were awarded prizes such

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW
FOR THE

1

JET

JAPAN EXCHANGE AND
TEACHING PROGRAM
"Positions: Assistant LanguageTeacher (ALT)
CoordinatorlorInternational Relations (CIR)
'Qualifications: American citizen,best suited
(or thoseunder 35 years olago (in principle),
earneda BA/BS degree by 6/30/97.
"Position begins:Late July1997. One year
commitment
■Salary/benefits:3.600.000 yen (approximately),
airfare, housing assistance.
■Applicationdeadline:December 5. 1996

FOR APPLICATIONS CALL:
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)
Consulate-Generalof Japan
601 Union St.,
Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 224-4374

people remained the
the crowd slowly dwindlingafter
the costume contest ended.

Katie burns / Spectator

Sara Szalay(left) displays her costume of a dead promqueen in the Halloweencarnival's scariest costume
competition. Szalay tookhome the title for scariest costume while runner-up Genevieve Toon (second from
right), won the freakiest costume competition.

Commuting: Sound Move fourth
attempt to establish rail system
From pave 1
on the main campus is expected to
initially bring about 1000 new
faculty, staff, andstudents to SU.
Parking willnotbe ableto increase
alongwiththe numberofcommuters
and new arrivals. While plans are
on the way to build a second parking
garage, the number of new spaces
will be limited.
In accordance withcity parking
guidelines, only 350-370 new
parking spaces can be added to the
campus. Pederson said.
PedersonseesSoundMove'splan
as a way to shrink the gapbetween
thenumberofdriversand theamount
ofavailable spaces by takingthe car
out of the commute altogether.

Sound Move, also known as
Proposition 1, is a 10-year, $3.9
billion programthat wouldcreate a
varietyofmass transit routes through
King, Pierce, and Snohomish
counties.
This mass transit plan includes a
light-railroute,acommuterrail,HOV
vehicle)
(high-occupancy
expressways with accessramps, and
20more regionalexpressbus routes.
Theprice tag oftheplaniscovered
by increases in the sales tax and the
annual motor vehicle excise tax.
SU's interest in Sound Move lies
particularly in the light-rail portion
ot the package. HieRTA" s proposed
north light-rail line would run from
Sea Tac to the University District.
According to RTA. a portion of

NOGIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
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ENVELOPE STUFFING $600 SBOO every week
FreeDetails: SASE to
International Inc.
137S Coney Island Aye.
Brooklyn,New York 11230
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the light-rail route would run
underneath Broadway,meaningthat
First Hilland Capitol Hill would get
stations along the line.
Inasurveyconducted by Pederson,
it was determined that university
faculty, staff and students were
scattered across 250 different zip
codes.Most wereconcentrated north
and south of First Hill and Seattle,
along the proposed rail route.
Also, theproposedFirst Hill transit
station would be located near
Broadway and Madison Street.
conveniently close to campus
Pederson pointed out that most
bus trips toFirst Hillimolvea transfer
in downtownSeattle. The light-rail
would eliminate switching and
waiting lor buses in inconvenient
locations
"1 think there wouldbe hundreds
of students, faculty, and stall that
couldmakeuseofthelight-rail line."
Pederson commented.
According to Pederson.SI came
across the RTA proposal as school
administrators wereintheprocess ol

writing the university's master plan,
an outline of the school's capital
plans for the next 10-15 years.
The university had to rewrite the
master plan after the purchase ofthe
law school, because there werenewconsiderations to report about
landscaping, pedestrian traffic, and
in particular, parking demand.

TheTransportationMangagement
Program is a part of the masterplan.
It is meant to develop a plan for
minimizing the number of single-

occupancy vehicles, Pederson said.
The program focused on
encouraging carpools ami mass
transit. Hie university lias a list o!
incentives to offer to those who use
alternative methods ol commuting.
Among them are subsidized bus
passes anil cheaperparking.
When Sound Move came along,it
became "animportant piece toSI '"s
success." Pederson said.
"This is not another lax issue on
the ballot." he continued. Sound
Move in a plan that allows the
university to do a better job."

FEATURES
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SU's Hollywood protege
Gardener makes movies in his spare time
James figueroa
Features Editor
Usually, when people charge
something ona credit card, it is of
dire importance. Lorn Richey
charged a movie on his card. But

not to see one to make one.

Richey, who is currently a gardeneratSeattle University,recently
spent muchofhis savings-including some money he doesn't yet
have to helpproduce twoscreenplays that he wrote. The first, a
pseudo-vampire movie called "In
Your Blood," was filmed with an
extremelylow budget andincludes
scenes that were shot on the SU
campus (see review onpage 8).
"Trying to [make] a featurelength film is just an incredible
amount of work," Richeysaid."But

there was never any doubt that it
wouldn't be completed."
The comfort of knowing that a
project wouldactuallybecompleted
was especially important for
Richey. As an aspiring director, he

had moved

to

Seattle in 1987

to

escape the artistically constricting
atmosphere ofPittsburgh, whereit
was virtually impossible to organize a production.
"You spent more energy trying
to get the ball rolling than getting
anythingdone,"Richeyexplained.
"It was a very negative atmo-

sphere."
Once in Seattle, Richey decided
to hone his writing skills and has
now written five screenplays. "In
Your Blood" was the second such

effort. Originally entitled "Suck,"
it had passed through Hollywood

channels before finally becoming
an independentproduction.
"That was the attention-getting
title,"Richeysaidwithsomeamusement. "The manuscript had a red
cover with just the word 'suck' on
it, so that definitelygot some attention."

One ofthemost importantpeople
who noticed it was a friend, Jeff
Brunk, whowas lookingfor something to direct. Richey had originallygiven the screenplaytoBrunk
as a sample of his writing, and
Brunk decided it wasa worthwhile
project.Theybothcollaborated their

recentlycompleted
LornRicheyisan aspiringdirector
" and writer.Hehas
production of "In your Blood.
meager funds toproducethe movie, movie made. In addition, two Se- that's pretty unusual."
"Titus Andronicus"and "In Your
using as littleexpense as possible. attle Universitylocations wereused
Blood"
are Richey's only current
Amongthecost-cuttingmeasures for filming
He is planning to begin
projects.
the
"The heroine in movie needs
taken were getting actors who
a
moviecalled
"Pickers"in
filming
for
professor
agreed to work for free, receiving to go to this eccentric
is
also
offering
and
said,
October
1997
up
Richey
setting
the
compensation from anyprofits the help,"
to
for
producers
screenplay
his
first
"We
office.
scene.
used Ciscoe's
purchase.
is
around
his
piled
All this stuff
This production schedule keeps
desk [at thattime],so itjustseemed
Richey fairly busy,especially since
tofitthecharacter." (CiscoeMorris
is the Manager of Grounds and he has to balance writing, producingand aday job as a gardener.
Landscaping
at SU).
kidbrother."
"It takesup alot of time,"hesaid
"In the other scene, the same
The slanted roofof thebarn preworkingonprevented them from standing up.For character from before, Sally,is go- bluntly. "IfI'm not
thenIwritetwo
post-production,
18 months, they could only sit, lie ing to the library to figure out what or
week,
days
a
and about
down, or crawl in a space that was the problem was. So we went to the or three
night."
three
a
[Lemieux]
library
they
let us
hours
and
the size of a queen size bed. They
Asfor gardening,Richeyapplied
spokein whispersorby signing,and film there."
Once the filming of "In Your atSeattle University whenhe could
theonlylightthey had came fromthe
Blood" was complete, an opportu- not find any videoworkafter movcracks in thewood panelling.
Thewomanwouldbringthem one nityto make another movieopened ing fromPittsburgh. "I toldCiscoe
meal at night.They wouldeat some up, and Richey quickly came up in the interview that I wouldprobwith a screenplay based on ablyonly work for a year,"Richey
of it and then sleep with the pot
"Titus Andronicus." said. "I've been here almost six
warm,
Shakespeare's
keepit
between their bodiesto
from "In Your yearsnow."
The
crew
entire
saving therest for breakfast.
For those people interested in
Blood" was recruited for this secFinally,liberation came
work, "'ln Your
low-budget
watchingRichcy's
movie,
ond
more
teeth
were
and
My
"I wasa skeleton.
yellow and my hair was long. I measuresweretaken.Lineproducer Blood" willprobahly come out on
could not walk; neither could my Anita Johnson managed to get a videosoon,and shouldbe available
at Video Vertigo sometimewithin
blue screen and a sound stage for
brother," Friedman said.
ly
theyear. It has alsobeen submitted
Friedman had not gotten sick two weeks but forthe cost of on
day's
rental.
to several film festivals, including
the whole time they were in hid- one
equipthe local Seattle International Film
"That's state-of-the-art
ing,but two weeksaftertheliberaFestival,
whichstarts inMay."Titus
ment,"
Richey
said of the blue
tion he fell sick with typhus.
inpost-produca
different
Andronicus"isstill
screen,
which allows
"The most painful thing for me
work
editing
to
be
a
tion
and should be
background
imposed
again,"
into
was learningto walk
he said.
completedby
movies,
budget
scene.
December.
"For low
"Until 1983 1 could not speak of
this event. Why don'tmy children

Roses of the Holocaust
ADRIANA JANOVICH
StaffReporter
Imagineliving on the floor, unable tostand upor move anywhere
fartherthan a yard.HenryFriedman
lived likethis lor eighteenmonths.
Friedman, arepresentative of the
Seattle Holocaust Museum, spoke
lastThursday abouthis survivalof
the Holocaust and resistance to

"The WhiteRose wasa group of
students whochallenged tyranny
and exposed Nazi lies," said professor Jim Stark, who introduced
Friedman. He also officially
openedthe exhibit,callingit a"celebration of young peoplewhotook
the risk to say no."
"We didn't want to believe that
theGermans werecapableofsuch
activities," saidFriedman. "Idon't

havecousins,aunts anduncles like

other people?"he asked.

RyanNishio

/ Photo Editor
Washington to

David St. John came allthe wayfrom the Universityof
see the White Rose exhibit in the Foreign LanguagesDepartment.
totalitarianism
The presentation, sponsoredby
theForeignLanguageDepartment
in conjunction with the InternationalStudies Department,theCollege ol Artsand Science,the White
Rose Foundation, and the Goethe
Institute was pail of an exhibition
of the While Rose This groupof
German students who staged a
campaign against the Nazi government in the 1940s were eventuallyarrestedand executed for their
resistanceactivities.

understand how people who had
children of their own could make
these terribledecisions."
Friedmanwas borninPolandin
1928. In October 1942, his family
was ordered hy the Gestapo to
move to the ghetto, Instead, they
decided to go into hiding.
A woman hid Friedman, his
mother, his younger brother and a
teacher in the loft of a barn without
telling her husband and teenage
sons. Friedman was 14 years old
and "stuck with two females and a

Friedman closed with words of
inspiration. "Remember never to
give up hope. If Iwould've lost
hope,Iwouldnot have today three
beautiful childrenand six precious
grandchildren,"he said.
"Wemust not be indifferent.We
must speak out and be heard.
Everythingispossible inAmerica,"
he added.
The White Rose exhibit depicts
the lives of several students who
opposed the ThirdReich byprintingleaflets which spread thewords
"Down with Hitler!" It also describes in detail the youth movement ofthe resistance.There were
five trials of the White Rose in
which29 people were executed at
theMunichStadelheimguillotinc.
The exhibitionis open for viewing in the Foreign Language
Department on the third floor of
the Casey Building through November 10.
Friedman will be back on campus on November 19, in the
Wyckoff Auditorium at 1:15.

STA Travel now offers
student discounts
on domestic travel.
(
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Features
Gangs in cyberspace
and other effects of new entertainment
James Figueroa
Features Editor
Form a parentscommittee! Set a
curfew! Gangs have invaded the
Internet!
Actually, therearen't anyBloods
orCrips taking overcomputer networks, but a whole generation of
computer-literate kids mayend up
replacing malls with cyberspace,
thanks to a new World Wide Web
game called Castle Infinity. The
innovative Internet game was one
of many new products featured at
Cyberpremiere, an annual conference showcasing upcoming entertainment products with a technological bite.
Although it did not garner the
most attention.Castle Infinity was

by far one of the most promising
products on display, and has the
potential for massive popularity.
Itssuccessmaybeakinto Gameboy
-it's meant forkids (ages 9 to 14),
but any adult wouldhave just as
much fun.
Castle Infinity operatesas a
single gamethatis alwayso
In other words, people wh<
access the web site can in-

Althoughtheobject ofthe game

is to facetiouslybattle monsters with
items such as air freshener and
stinky cheese (this is a kids game),
the ability to talk instantaneously
through each player's on-screen
eri _l during the past few
onths, when Castle Infinity
/as available as a demo over

with other people
whohave al so accessed the
site, but when that person
dies (or gets sent to their
room), the same game is
still running for the other
players. The set-upis
most succinctly describedas a glori- A "schtick, "youronscreen character.
fied chat room.
teract

James

:hc Internet.
These gatherings, an emphasis on teamwork, and available in an introductory format
some groups' practice of at Blockbuster Video stores onNofinding and using the same vember 1. It can also be downady parts (breachindividual's loaded from the web site http://
haracter, led designer David www.castleinfinity.com.UnfortuGeyde to describe Castle Innately, the game only runs with
Unity as having "the first Windows 95 and anInternet server
is needed.
gangs incyberspace."
Castle Infinity was not the only
Castle Infinity will be

■
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lead singerof thebandCandlebox.
Theyareplanning tomake concerts
available for viewing on the web,
and are hoping to increase club
attendance in this way.
"We're trying to do something
that I'm not sure could be done,"
Martin saidinhis presentation. "I'd
like to open up the occupancy of
clubs allacross the nation [through

rockcandy.onyxcorp.com.

For non-Internet products, one
of the most excitingwasanew CDROM programby the CorbisCorporation,simply called "Leonardo
da Vinci." The program displays
allofdaVinci'swork intheirexact
form, including the famedCodex
Leicesterthatcontainedmany ofda
Vinci's sketches and theories. Of

mpottam things,
like talcing notes.

T^^^

interesting product at Cyberpremiere, however. Another World
WideWeb feature wasacollaborative project between the local club
RKCNDY and Kevin Martin, the

the Internet]."
A web site has already been set
up,and visitors can fillout a survey
to request performers for possible
concerts. The address is htlp://

for More
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Demonstrator TerryFordplaysSpider, anew videogamebyBOSS game
studios for theNintendo 64 system.
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course, since da Vinci wrote the
Leicester backwards and in
scrawled Italian, the program includes a viewer that can be passed
over the document on the screen
and translate it into English.
"We wantedto do [the program|
at a level that was top-notch," said
Curtis Wong, a designerol theprogram."A lotofpeople know of[da
Vinci ],but have never beenable to
approachhis writing."
Theprogram also includessimulations ofda Vinci's experiments,
carried out at the University of
Washington. A second CD-ROM
disc, "FDR," is just as thorough,
including reproductions of the
rough drafts that the former presidentused in his speeches.
There weremanyother features
atCybcrpremiere. There wasa preview of the upcoming movie
"Space Jam," which takes thecombination of live action photography and animation to new levels.
Spideris anew video game for the
Nintendo64 system that uses multiple camera angles to provide
depth. Fin Fin on TFO is a
children's program that simulates
the slow process of forming a
friendship withan animal (Fin Fin
is a dolphin-bird hybrid).Thislast
product seems the most volatile.
Although the idea is a goodone, it
remains to be seen whether or not
elementary school-age children
will have the patience lor such a
program

Arts & Entertainment
SU worker trades compost for camera
Donald Mabbott

even bigger shovel.
As for the "tension" and "poss"
erful theme Richey claims as the

Arts and Entertainment
Editor
"In Your Blood" is infectious
This new independent film by
Nl groundskeeper Lorn Riches
and his partner loi more than two
\c,iis. Jeffro Hi link, is already
amassed quite a followmg.
fhere wasn't an empty seal in
the house at last night's screening,
held at thc°l 1 Media Arts Center.
where Richey and Brunk also shot
sunk' nl the s^ ci
Speaking ol location, some ol
the Sl' campus was also featured
in the film
The entrance to the student set
vices building served as a drugstore entrance and the library
sen ed .is a
to name a
lew.
'I'h,
li ii «i n ing and
Ininging "Blood" to it's fruition
are m
/ orn Riclws amid v rei
Riches used the plot ol the film
ikeastatemenl
atis
ol their prettiest pennies and a lot
ol theii personal lime,
its
ing
They beamedsuih pride hel
li\
an
artistic
"I was
in
its in Pittsburgh wherepeople the screening began, crediti
. didn 1 support each otl
lot ol the success ol the project to
the actoi < and the media
Riche) said before the screei
Iliis i script i is m\ way, ol ex- center.
pressingmy frustration with people
who participate m their an either
1

..library.

.

hall

wa\ oi too much."

The him also seises as a vehicle
tot Riches and Brunk as video
artists to release an unfinished

product for another studio

li

and possiblylake upIheenormous cosi ol putting the finishing
touches on such a project.
Brunk has a solid s idco-cditing
background as well as currently,
hosting VDO. a cableaccess show,
which is an experimental multisiew

media program.
"It i VDO) gets ms mindofI the
preciseediting processesthai went
into the mos ie."Brunk said. "I'm
gladlolinallshavethisoul We've
beenin bed ss ilh this thing foi over
Iwo \

Shot mostly on Hi-8 and Supermos ie cost the artists ses eral

muse.
When our main character, anovelist, develops a snag in his book,
he has a "chance" meeting with a
mad scientist who just happens to
be workingona formula lor undo

ing creative slumps in artisans.
The novelist then becomes
hooked on the treatments and proceeds to drag all ofhis housmatcs
into the insidious scheme, of
course, leading his friends to thcii
certain death.
It wasn't clear, but apparentl)
the process went like this: The
doctor lakes the artist's blood,
drinks it, thendraws his ownblood
and gives it back to the artists.
This is w hat gets them out ol
their writ ing/paintin g/ac ting
slump
The characters are developed
superficially and this leads to the
audience walking awas without
the crux of Riche) s theme, which
in itselfis aver) goodpremise lor

frustration with

"Blood" is nol "probing deeply
into Seattle's underground arts
scene" nor does it "uncover illicit

too much.
LORN RICHEY
Though Riches has been quoted
as saying that an "intellectually
interesting horror flick," doesn't

need "shower

scenes, big knives,

female nudity and victimization."
His film has: endless intravenous scenes,drugusage, semi-nude
women, disappearing victims, juvenile jokes, a big knife, and climaxes w ith a decapitationw ith an

stimulation in creative breakthroughs."
What "Blood" does deliver is
some decent acting from a lew of

the undoubtedly underpaid
unknowables.
Scene stealers include two guys
from Aberdeen, "Ringo" and

StaffReporter

Siai n. stars, and more stai s

abound in Barn Levinson's new
dram.1 "SI
I e\ inson has fused aculenis
award winners Robert De Niro
(Raging Bull) andDustinHoi (man
(Rain Mam with Jason Patrick,
Kevin Bacon and Brad Pitt, toere
ate a powerful and compelling film
about vengancc.
Based on the hook by Lorenzo

Can aterra, the film delves into a
dark tale ol foui young boys growing up in Hell's Kitchen, .1 corrupl
borough in Manhattan in the late
1960
Y\ ith scheming intelligence,the
boys compete to see who can pull
ol the best prank ai thelocal calho
lie church to pass the time

When nol harassing

nuns, they

played basketball with criminal
mined priest 1 1)cNiro i and I
the beginningsol afriendship which
is put to the ultimate lest throughout the film.
A routine con to score lice hoi
ry, leading to a great
chase scene between one ol the
boys and the hoi dog vendor. They
are ai restedami sent toa stale boys
home.
Enter the demented guard (Bacon i.along ss ith his band of nol so
men y men. anil the boys soonhave
their childhood lorn awa)
They aie forced to endure a long
and horrific ycarol rapes, tortures
and brutal beatings.
Out ol shame, the) lake an oath
to tell no one what took place at the
hoys home.
\\V meet them againin (he cai Is
"80s where this internalization has
festered, turning them into a hardened criminal, .1 killer, a corrupt
,iw

Utile Dulci
The Kinsey Gallery celebrates "Utile Dulci: Twenty Years at
Barbarian Press."Anopeningreception on WednesdayNov. 6 will
include a reading from Fragments 1996. SU's art and literary
magazine, is scheduled in the Casey Atrium from 4-5 p.m. Utile
Dulci will be shownNov. through Dec. 24. The gallery is open 10
a.m. to noon and from 1-4 p.m. Monday Friday.

-

The Tempest
Northwest Actors Studio presents an "Oh dear!... not
Shakespeare!"production for children. A shipwreck, a magical
father, a brave daughter and a colorful cast of characters set adrift
on a spirit-filled island.Steven Fogell has re-adapted "The Tempest" for younger audiences, encouragingan earlyintroduction to
the incredible world ofShakespeare.The show runs fromNov. 9
Dec. 21 every Saturday (except Nov. 30) at 4 p.m. For more
information, call the Studio at 324-6328.

Don't miss your
DanceChance
ThePacific NorthwestBallet's outreachprogram. DanccChance
is celebrating three years of success in opening doors for talented
kids.It gives Seattle's central-city elementaryschoolkids a chance
to be part of a professionalproduction. This yearthey havechosen
a handful of gifted third grades from hundreds to be a part of their
holiday productions. Look for CarlosWhite as "Fritz"in this years
Nutcracker.

"Ezekial" whopratfall,driveacool
car and tell dirty jokes
It "In YourBlood" isabout"theft
from the collective soul" the bandits should return their boots and
call the film what it is; a loss
budget horror Hick

"Sleepers"is no sleeper
JASON FALK

E

a script.

Thisfilm's selfpromotion ismisreprcntativc.

people who either do
their art halfway or

&

only things an "intellectual and
interestinghorror flick"doesneed.
the) were not apparent.
The story revolves around artistic housemateswho giveeachother
space and support in their given

This is my way of
expressing my

A

lawyer and anunethical journalist.
IIk- bad boys have grown up to
bemembers ol themosl feared gang
in Hell's Kitchen, "The West- side
Boys."

They're on trial and the movie
changespaceandbecomes a courtroom drama.
Thedefense attorney( Hoi!man)
is a drunk and provides a comical
performance ol an inept lawyer.
The prosecuting attorney (Pitt)
used lei he the murderer's best
friend.
He has betrayed then friendship
in taking the case, becominga traitor to his neighborhood.

Addtheshiftyjournalist(Patrick)
who watches from the back of the
courtroom,and the priest wholaces

an ethical and moral dilemmaMire
to raise eontrovers)
Be awake tor 'Sleepers," il has
more twistsand turns than a ride at
Disneyland.

"Once in a Lifetime

'

9

TheaterSchmeater presentsKaufmann &Hart's screwball comedy
aboutHollywoodbefore the "talkies." See why TheSeattle Times
called it '"A rollicking good time!" Directed by Scott Koh and
Michael Patten,"Once in a Lifetime'runs fromNov. 7 throughDec.
14. For moreinformationcall TheaterSchmeater at 324-5801.

SJU. Night
AtPlecora'3 'Pizzarla
Every Thursday
night is Seattle
University night at
Piecora's. Come in
and get a 17 inch
pizza for only $7.00.
(Tbppings are extra).
From Bpm toe lose.

Plecora'aPizzarla
Locatedon
14thandMadison.
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Initiatives

Ballot
Political candidates aren't theonlyitems to ponderover onthisyear'sballot.Thereare alsofive
state measures up for approval onElectionDay,ranging from huntingand gaming toa new way
of educatingWashington's youth.
"InitiativeMeasure 655 asks voters todecide: Shallit beagrossmisdemeanor to take,hunt,or
attract black bears with bait, or to hunt bears, cougars, bobcats or lynx with dogs?
Under currentstate law, a property owner may trap or kill wildlife if they are damagingcrops,
domesticanimals or fowl.
However,the Department ofFishandWildlife classifiesthe lynx as anthreatened species, soit
cannotbehuntedortrapped.Buthuntingandbaitingofblack bears,cougars,andbobcatsiscurrently
allowed by thedepartment.
IfMeasure655isapprovedintolaw,theDepartmentofFishand Wildlifewouldbarthefreerange
citizenshavein huntingtheseparticularspecies. Thatwould makethehunting,baiting,or trapping
ofany oftheseanimals illegal andpunishableby law.
Federal,state,and county agenciesandeducational or scientific institutions wouldbeexemptto
thislawif Measure655 is passed.
Violations would be considered a gross misdemeanor. Offenders wouldhave their hunting
licensesrevokedfor fiveyears for a first violation,andthen permanently after asecond.
"InitiativeMeasure670asks voters: Shall theSecretaryofStatebeinstructedto place aballot
notice concerningcongressionalandlegislative candidateswhohavenotsupported Congressional

maximumof495 machines would beallowedafterthelast phasebegins,
The tribal-state compact would requireall tribes topay 15 percentof their grossrevenues from
electronic gaming to the state treasury.
Of this money,45 percent would bemarked for salmon and fisheries habitat restoration, and
another45 percent would bedistributed to counties for economic development. Twopercent is
placedinto a fund for local charities, andthe restis used towards costsof gamingregulation and

.

services.

The tribeswouldkeepthe remaining85percent ofthegrossrevenues, which they woulduse to
pay for operationandprogram costs within thetribe at their owndiscretion,
"InitiativeMeasure173asks voters toconsider:Shall thestate pay scholarship vouchers for
primaryand secondarystudentstoattend voucher-redeemingprivate or public schools ofchoice?
Current Washington statelaw requires astudent toattend schoolin thedistrict wherehe or she
lives.Each schooldistrict determines how its students areassigned toaschool.
Mostdistricts generallyassignschoolsprimarilyby geographic area,althoughmanyoffer some
choiceofwhatschool toattend through specialprograms.
The state provides financial support to students attendingprivate schools, but in limited
circumstances such as contracts forspecial education or programsfordropouts.
IfMeasure 173 is approved, a systemof "scholarship vouchers" would beset up. Students in
gradesK-12wouldbeeligibletoreceivepublicfunds, whichwould supportattendance at anypublic
orprivate school willingtoredeem the vouchers.
These vouchers wouldbegiventostudentsyearly.Theamountofthe voueherwould totalatleast
55percent ofthe stateandlocal governmentspendingallocated toeachaverage full-timestudent
peryear,
Noschoolswouldactuallyberequiredtoacceptscholarshipvouchers.However,anyschoolwith
25 or more students couldbecome a voucher-redeemingschool by indicatingits intent and by
followingrequirements suchas periodic testingandannual audits,
"InitiativeMeasurel77inquires:Shallvotersbeauthorizedtocreate"renewed"schooldistricts
wherenonprofitorganizationsmay operatepublicly-funded "independent"schools withparental
choice andrevised stateregulation?
Currently, public schools are formed and operated by the local school board, while private
schoolscanbeformedbyprivateorganizations. Noschool canbe formedoroperatedby anyother

term limits?

In 1993, Initiative573 was approvedby thestate ofWashington, whichimposed termlimitson
membersof theUnitedStatesCongress.

ThcU.S.SupremeCourthassincedeclaredthalindividualstatesdonothavethepowertoimpose
"
term limitsfor Congress.Only aconstitutional amendment will be able toset term limits.
In response to this decree,Measure 670 includes aproposed "Congressional Term Limits
Amendment"whichseeks to limitrepresentativesto three two-yearterms andsenatorsto twosixyear terms.
IfMeasure670 is approved, Washington's senators and representatives inCongress wouldbe
instructed tosupport this proposed amendment andto use all oftheir powers tohelp pass it.

Ifanyol'thesecongressmenfailedtohelpbackupthisamendment.themeasurerequiresthatthe
statement "Disregardedvoter instructiononterm limits"beprinted nexttothecandidate'sname on
the ballotduringtheir run for re-election.
TheState Legislature would also berequired togive full supportto theamendment,including
voting for ratification during a nationwide vote. Failure to do so would result in the same
consequences as those imposed onmembers ofCongress.
Non-incumbent candidateslor any ofthese elections wouldbe given thechance to pledge to
support term limits ifelected tooffice. Otherwise, a statement willappearontheballotinforming
voters ofthe candidate'sactions regarding the amendment.
The SecretaryofState would implement the termsof this measure,andcandidatesobjecting to
runningby their namesonthe ballotcould appealto the State Supreme Court.
statement
a

"InitiativeMeasure67lposesthequestion:Shallamendedtribal/stateagreementsbeauthorized
permitting limitedelectronic gaming onIndian lands for tribal government purposes, with joint
regulationand specified use ofrevenues?
One requirementfor gamblingonIndianlandsis thatthe stateandthetribe enterinto acompact
to regulate that gambling.
The StateGamblingCommission negotiates withIndian tribes that want to enterinto a tribalstatecompact, whichinclude descriptionsofgamespermitted andprovisions concerninghours of
operationand thesize of wagers.
Currently, state law prohibits types of gambling such as slot machines and video poker. If
Measure671 is approved,tribal-state compact language would be amended,permitting tribes to
operatethese electronicgaming devices.
Tribes would have to phase inelectronic gaming over the course of one year, after which a

entity.

Educational standardsarc setby the StateLegislature,the SuperintendentofPublic Instruction,
and theState BoardofEducation. School boardsmust comply with the standards set by these
groups,but they are able to make theirownpolicies concerningschool buildings, teachers, staff.
curriculum andtextbooks.
Private schools are subject tosome,butnot all, of theregulationsthat apply to public schools,
ApprovalofMeasure 177 wouldallowvoterstoconvert theirschool districtinto a"renewed"
schooldistrict, aftereach school district places a ballot beforetheirvotersconcerningwhether or
nottoconvert thedistrict.

Districts thatarenotinitially renewed willberequiredtoplacethequestionbeforevotersduring
everyschoolbond or levyelection thereafter,
Inarenewed school district, anewtypeofpublic schoolwouldbeauthorized.Suchschoolsare
referred to as "independent" schools. Bothindependent and regular public schools could exist
within the same district.
Independentschools wouldbecreated, ownedandoperatedby licensed,non-profitorganizalions. Both types ofschools would beeligible for public funding,
Likepublic schools,independent schools would notbe allowed todiscriminateand wouldbe
tuition-free.
Independent schools could set their own admissions policies, codes of conduct, and student
disciplineprocedures. They wouldalsobefree tohire their own teachers and staffandpay them
salaries set at their own discretion.

-
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Clinton

Dole

Bill Clinton is looking for more
than just a hard hat and a couple
jack hammers to build America's
bridge to the twenty-first century.
He'salso looking for a couple of

Bob Dole wants to keephis words

RossPerot owns apieceof history -T-literally
His copy of the MagnaCarta is currently on
loan to theNational Archives,whereit sits alongside the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. '
Sucha purchaseisevidence not onlyofPerot s

true.

On Nov. 5,he hopes to keep them
true by achieving his life dream of

votes.

If re-elected, Clinton plans

The Presidential
Perot

to

continue with what he started
during his first four year term.
During the past four years, he has
created, expanded andproposed a
number programs. Some of these
include: Ameri-Corps, Head Start
and college student loanprograms.
At a downtown Seattle rally, his runningmate Al Gore spoke of
Clinton's proposal to give all families a $ 1,500 tax credit foreach
child's first two years of higher education. The credit could pay
lor two years of community college. Gore said.He alsospoke of
the Hope Bill, which would give college student $10,000 for
higher education.
Another priority for Clinton is the environment
Under his leadership,the Safe Drinking Water Act was passed.
The act helps provide cities with cleaner, safer drinking water.
His administration also issued new standards to cut pollution
fromchemical plants and incinerator emissions.
Clinton is the first ever American president born after World
War 11.
He was born to a single mother. His father, William Jefferson
Blythe, died in a car wreck just a couple of months before his
birth.
For the first several years of his life, he lived with his
grandparents. His mother moved to another small Arkansas town
to pursue a career as a nurse. Eventually, she remarried and
returned for her son.
Clinton was always considered a leader among his peers
As a teen, he was elected by them to represent Arkansas at a
national youth convention in Washington,DC. At that convention,
he met several state senators, representatives and then president
John F. Kennedy.
He has been quoted as saying that the experience inspired him
to go into politics.
Alter high school, he enrolled at Georgetown University's
School of Government. As a freshman, he was elected class
president.
A few years later, he decided to leave Washington for Yale
University, where he was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship.
Prior to the presidency, he served as the governor of Arkansas.
He worked in the state's government system before that.

becoming president.
Todo that,Dole must overcomea
huge obstacle. As of last night, he
was trailingPresident Bill Clinton
in the polls by nearly 15 percent.
If elected,Doleplanstocuttaxes.
He plans to create a pro growth
economic package for America that
will includeal 5 percent across the

infamous riches, but of his interest in the legacy
of this nation.
Returning as the strongest third-party candidatein the presidential campaign,Perot and his
ReformParty seek tochange the norminAmerican government.
Such reforms will in turn help establish a
betternationfor younger generationsto prosper

boards tax cut, an additional $500 per child tax credit and a
balanced budget by the year 2002.
Two years ago, he was one of the Republican front runners in
trying to pass the Contract of America. The contract, if passed,
wouldhave balanced thenations budget and paid off the nations
debts.
He plans to down size the role of government in every day
American's lives if elected. A bigpriority for him is eliminating
the Department of Education.
While in office, he voted against Ameri-Corps, a national
service program that gives educational grants to people that
perform community service.
Dole opposes abortion, Affirmative Actionand gun control. He
blames the Americin entertainment industry for promoting a
culture of violence.
The Republican presidential candidate has seen more than his
share of ups and downs during the past several years.
He has led a lengthy political career. He first served in the
Kansas House of Representatives.Quickly,he worked his way up
the political ladder and was elected to the United States Senate.
Born in a small Kansas town, Dole fought in Italy with the
legendary 10thMountain Division. A bullet struck him and nearly
killed him.

Two years ago, he was elected by his party as the Senate
Majority leader. Prior to that, he served as the Minority Leader.
In his official campaign statement, he claims that his biggest
accomplishments were passing the Reagan tax cuts of 1981,
saving Social Security from bankruptcy and helping create the
food stamps program.
He argues that his presidency will mean "higher wages, more
jobs, faster growth, smaller government, safer streets, and more
opportunity for every American."
Dole is married to Elizabeth, the President ofthe American Red
Cross, and has one daughter, Robin. Elizabeth is Dole's second
wife. If her husband is elected, she will be the first ever first lady
ever to not have had children.

Perot believes that the key to creatinga better
future for Americalies in governmentspending.
As President, Perot wouldattempt to balance the budget and pass a Balanced
Budget Amendment.
Hewould cut spending before implementing any tax raises. Perot's tax system
wouldbe"morefairand lesscomplicated," and taxincreases wouldbe decided on
in national elections, not just by Copgress.
Medicarespending wouldbe controlled through testruns ofreform proposals,
and welfare problems wouldbe answered with work-relatedanswers.
Another of Perot's concerns with federal government involves ethics. The
ReformParty strives tomaintainhighethicalstandards ingovernmentoperations
and tocreate a Congress that is free ofspecial-interest votes.
WhilePerotis primarily a businessman, he has gatheredquite a bitof political
experiencein his home state of Texas. He headed the Texans' War on Drugs
Committee as well as an effort to reformthe state's public school system.
Healso worked to improve POW conditions in Southeast Asia from 1969 to
1972 at the request of the U.S. government. He received themedal for Distinguished Public Service from the Department of Defense for his actions.
Perot hails from Texarkana,Texas*wherehe went to public school and junior
college. Hehadmodest beginnings there, and workedvarious odd jobs from age
7 on, such as breakinghorses and sellinggarden seeds.
He attended the U.S. Naval Academy fr0m1949 to 1953, where he served as
class president and battalion commander. After graduation, Perot served on a
destroyer andaircraft carrierfor four more years.
Perot met his wifeMargot during his navy years. After they weremarried, the
couple settled in Dallas, where Perot worked as a salesman in IBM's data
processingdivision.
Margot loanedher husband $ 1000, with whichhe establishedElectronic Data
Systems, a one-mandata processingcorporation. Since its birth,EDS has grown
into a multi-billiondollar corporation with over70,000 employees.
GeneralMotors boughtEDSin 1984ina multi-billion dollardeal.Thepurchase
madePerot GM's largest stockholderand a member of the boardof directors.
Perot resigned from the board two years later. He started a second computer
company,PerotSystems, whichoperatesin the UnitedStates and Europe.

Campus Comments:
"Idon't know whoI

"I'm undecided because Idon't feel that
any of the candidates
really represent me. So,
"
I'm not going to vote.

am going to voteforbecause Ihaven't heard
too much about the can-

didates like in years

past."

Preston Clark

Isaac Miller

"I'm going to vote
Bill Clinton, because BobDole is stu"
pid.

for

Eve Hoffman

Who ye

"I'm going to votefor
Ross Perot because I
don't like Clinton or
Dole. Idon't really like
Perot either,but Ithink
it just be a "vote for the
third party.
Larry Clowry

"I'm a Dole man
cause I'msickofClini
and Iam not imprest
with what he has bt

Charlie Quid
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ential Race

Hagelin

Nader
erally.
itly on
along'erot's
legacy

Hehas been at the forefrontofmajor
governmental reformfor 30 years, but
is always regarded as an outsider. He
has beencalled upon by supporters for
years to run for office, but he always
—
refused until now. The very fact that
Ralph Naderhas finally agreedto officiallyrun for presidentshouldbeenough
tocause people tositupand take notice,
butNaderstillreceives little or nopress
coverageandisn'tofficiallyonthebal-

Fouryearsago,Dr. John Hagelinwent
from being a quantum physicist to a
presidentialcandidate.

lot in several states.
Part of the reason that he may he
klSj_
widely disregarded is that, although
Naderhas beenin the public eye for decades,he tries toreveal as little as
possible about hispersonal life, which falls rightinline withhis beliefthat
an individual'spersonal life shouldbe keptprivate.He also wouldprefer
to remain issue-specific and not get bogged down in issues not related to
the promotion of his new democracy. And while Nader hasn't taken a
specific stance on gay rights or abortion,his political supportersfeel that
his grassrootsapproach todemocracyis enoughof a response.Nader has,
however, spoken against GATT and NAFTA,opposes welfare reform,
strongly favors campaign finance reform, supportsuniversal health care,

different twist on federal

It'snothingunusualtoHagelin, though
To him, itall applies to Natural Law.
Hagelin, running under the ticket of
the Natural Law Party, is making his
second go-around with a presidential
campaign, one that seeks to bring "the
light of science into politics."
The party's platform seeks to give a

JHH

ending.

alance the budget and pass aBalanced
tax raises. Perot's tax system
ntingany
"
and tax increases wouldbedecidedon

s.

i through test runs ofreformproposals,
1 with work-relatedanswers.
:ral government involves ethics. The
cal standards in governmentoperations
ecial-interest votes.
,hehas gatheredquite abit of political
He headed the Texans' War on Drugs
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litions in SoutheastAsia from 1969 to
:nt. Hereceived the medal for Distinicnt of Defense for his actions.
:re he went to public school and junior

and workedvariousodd jobs fromage
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government,

one that involves a scientific, cerebral

and research-oriented approach to typical election-yearissues such as
health care reform and tax rates.
If given the role ofPresident,Hagelinwouldattempt to reducetaxes in
order tostimulatethe economy,slash unemployment, andprovide asolid

base for long-term economic growth and prosperity.
Hagelin also believes that energyand the environment are not issues at
odds with one another. He would integrate the two by supporting the
development of new jobs andindustries in fields such as energy conservationandrenewable energy.
On the topic of health care, Hagelin supports the use of preventionand supports labor movements. Without discussing juicier "hot button" oriented,naturalmedicines. Usingsuchmedicines wouldbothprovide for
topics,his campaign seems to lack some ofthe bloodand gorethepress better health nationwideandcut health care costs in half.
and public cry out for.
TheNaturalLawParty'splatform alsoincludes support for on-the-job
Principles,
The bulk ofNader'splatform is contained in the Concord
and technical trainingand for educational programsthat concerncreativthese,
whichhe draftedinFebruary 1992. In
he illustrates how American ity, moralreasoning,and higher states of consciousness.
contributed
toa "pervading senseof
political and economic systemshave
Hagelin comes well-equipped for the scientific outlook that his party
powerlessness...sweeping the citizens." Nader asserts that at the root of embraces.As a youngsterin Connecticut,he scored the highest on hisIQ
—
this powerlessness is corporate America, made up of individuals and test at school a 165, a genius score.
organizationswhose solepurposeis tosatisfy their owngoals,evenat the
He won a scholarship to Dartmouth University, where he earned a
cost of democracy. The privileged can buy a candidate or an election degreeinphysics. Hagelinthen wenton to Harvard, wherehe earned both
outright,leaving the averagecitizen with nocontrol overthe direction that hismaster's and doctoral degrees in quantum physics.
Hagelin has published numerous scientific articles andhas developed
the nation takes.Policial empowerment is, andhas always been,Nader's
primary interest. But more than just wantingpeople to feel they have many successful predictions and theories concerning topics of physics.
control,Nader wants active,involved citizens who are willingto assume He alsoheaded the physicsdepartment at MaharishiInternationalUniversity inFairfield, lowa.
theirduties as membersof American society.
Nader is himself a greatexample of thekind ofcitizen he is callingfor.
He first appeared with the NaturalLawParty in1992,the yeartheparty
He has been involved in innumerable consumer organizations and is was firstfounded. He soughtand wonthe presidential nominationforthat
perhapsbest remembered by many for his dogged determinationto force election. Through such leadership,Hagelinhas helpedto place the party
the auto industry to make consumer safety a priority, but it is his many on48 stateballotswith700total candidates,making theNatural Law Parly
other successes, such as the creation of public interest agencies and the largest and fastest growing grassrootsparty in the nation.
legislationlikethe OccupationalSafety andHealth Administration,EnviAbout his switch from physics to politics, Hagelin says, "I would be
and
Safety
Commission
content to study (physics) for the rest of my life, but there arc serious
ronmental Protection Agency,ConsumerProduct
capacities
whichdemonstrate
as
societal problems and that's what's drawing me out."
Act,
original
Drinking
the
Safe
Water
his
of
change.
a leader and an advocate

Who you gonna vote for?
"I will votefor myself, because neither
option is g00d.."

"I'm going to vote for
Clinton because Idon't
like Dole at all."

Brent Sloan

"I'm a Dole man because I'msick of Clinton
andlam not impressed

Reed Carpenter

with what
he has been
"
doing.

"I'm going to votefor
Clinton because there
are no other feasible options."

Charlie Quigg

Justin Mcßride
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The Governor's Race
Craswell: Hoping to bring
Church and State together
to regulate individual communities'
growth.
"I don't see that the state can
makebetter decisions than thelocal city and county can," Craswell

Republican Ellen Craswell will
Democrat Gary Locke next
Tuesday in a campaign which has

(ace

polarizedconservative andli
eral views.

Craswell hopes to drawo
her experience in the stall
legislature to succeed current governor Mike Lowry

proposed

official.
Craswcll's

Craswell, 15 percent ofthestate's
grassroots

portation.
Craswell wouldlike to see welfare as it is now known gradually
phasedout andreplacedwithamore
job-orientedprogram similar to the
one implemented in Wisconsin.
Craswell,unlike Locke,opposes
job training programs— calling
them a waste ofthe state's money.
Instead. Craswell supports on-thcjobtraining,saying thebest wayto
train prospective employees is to
simplygive them a job.
In addition, homelessand transportation issues would largely be

handed
governmts and private sector
to the local

with the state facilitating where it
can. according toCraswcll's game

plan.
"We cando it a betterway,slrctch
themoney further," Craswell said.
EducationunderCraswell would
nol receive additionalmoney, but
be required to become more fiscallyresponsible withcurrent funds.

Inaddition,Craswellhas mentioned

the possibility ofprivatizing slatefunded higher education institutions.
"If we can't do it a better way,
let's look at privatization," said
Craswellaboutfundinghighereducation. "Thecollegesdoneed tobe

tax cuts.

candidate

Under

as thestate" s highestelected

campaign, which won a
crowded Republican primary fieldhavingrunno I
'
televisioncommercials.
has gainedstrength with I
'
growing support in ruralareasand an endorsement from U.S. Senator
SladeGorton.
Craswell's Washington
wouldsee the si/c ol stale government decrease with some of the
responsibilitiesof theslate passing
tocity and county governmentsand
privateindustries.
Programs thatmay changehands
\r\c\ui\e weUarc.education, homeless programsand stale- wideIrans-

Craswell,
Ellen
Republican
Gubernatorial

said.
A controversial aspect of
Craswcll's conservative gameplan for the state involves her

taxes wouldbecut inher first two
years in office, followed by another 15 percent cut during the remainder of her term.
Craswell hascited Michiganasa
model state thateffectively cut revenue earningtaxes, while simultaneouslyincreasingstate revenue.
If elected, Craswell said she
would like to eliminate the business and occupation tax, the stale
portion of the property tax and the
motor vehicle tax.
Craswell, whose former opponent Dale Forman has offered to
speak on her behalf, also supports
the"threc-strikes-you're-out"mandatory sentencinginitiative.
The 64-year old Poulsbo native
has also emphasized her strong
Christian beliefs throughout the
election, saying the Bible plays a
"very important role in my policy
making decisions."

Craswell takes the Republican
pro-lifepositions on abortion and
also opposes homosexual behavior, which she has called a "im-

accountable."

moral lifestyle."

Correlating with her belief to
transfer power from state to local
governments, Craswell also opposestheGrowth ManagementAct,
which allowsthe state government

gendermarriagesand believesgay
and lesbian couples should not be
allowedto adopt children.

Unlike Locke,Craswell does not
supportlegislationpermittingsame-

Her Campaign btatement
EllenCraswell agrees with George Washington andother Founding Fathers thatafreenation must bebuilt uponamoralfoundation,
one thatprotects life, liberty, andproperty a foundation of strong

—

families, religious andeconomicfreedom, andlimited government.
During her 16 years in the Washington State Legislature, Ellen
Craswell rose to leadership while fighting consistently for lower
taxes, less government, and the protection of traditional family
values.

Ellenunderstands tluitbig, expensivegovernmentisrestricting our

rights,ourfreedoms ,ourjobopportunities,andour incomes.
" While
intheStateSenate,her colleaguesdubbedher "SenatorNo because

theyknew she would notvotefor tax increases.
Asgovernor,EllenCraswell wouldreviewallstateprograms tosee
if theyare constitutionally justified, eliminatingthose that arenot,
and rollingback taxes accordingly. Executive decisions wouldbe
basedonpolicies thatprotectrights,strengthenfamilies, encourage
personalresponsibility, andassureswift andcertainpunishmentfor
law breakers.
Ellen Craswell'sgoals include majorcuts in theproperty tax, the
Business and Occupation Tax, and theMotor Excise Tax. She will
eliminateintrusive regulationson businesses.farms,privateproperty
,homes andfamilies.
Regarding crime,Ellen Craswetl supports tougher sentencesand
broader use ofthe death penalty with limited appeals.
Ellen Craswell wasbornandraised in Washington. She andher
husband, Bruce, have been married 42 years, have four grown
children and 14grandchildren. Theyknow that wemust look to the
principles that made ourcountry greatifweare to leave a safe,free
and economicallyprosperousstate for our children andgrandchildren. Together, by God's grace, we can rebuild the right for the
f

t

i

Campus Comments:
"Locke,because in thiselection there
scans tobealackofmeaningful choice.
we
In this country or in this
" state
cannot afford a theocracy.

"I'd pick Locke because Ilike a
man on top."
Mandy Armstrong

Robin Sheridan
Senior, PoliticalScience

Senior, Business

"I'd guess I'd have to go for

Gary, because Idon't want to
forget the"separation of church
and state.

Mike Katz

Junior, Psychology

"Craswell, even though I'mnot
crazy about her,Icareabout Republican issues."

Brian Sollom
Senior, Political
Science
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The Governor's Race
Locke: Man on a mission
Gary Locke knows what it
like to he a college student.
Like most of today'sSeattle
University students, the 46-

■
■

Deinov r a Ii c
(iiihcina Inr iaI

is
ment
not an isfor
He
firmly believes in the
sue

hiin.

grants, scholarships and work

candidate

His Campaign Statement
Son ofan army veteran, GaryLocke grewup inpublichousing and
earned a university scholarship before serving in state and local
government.AsGovernor.Locke will ensurethateveryfamily has the
opportunity toface thefuture with hope and optimism.
Education the greatequalizer. GaryLocke isproofthateducation creates apath to successfor everyone. As Governor,he'll insist
that ourstudentsleant to read, that ourgraduatesqualify for highwagejobs and that allfamilies have access to lifelong education.
Safe neighborhoods,safefamilies. Gary'Locke'sfather wasshot
androbbedinhis ownstore. As Governor, he'IIinsist onhard timefor
armedcrime and supportlocal communities fighting against crime,
gangs and drugs.
Gary Locke is the only candidate with vision, leadership ami
experiencewe need in our next Governor.
As deputy prosecutor, Gary tackleddifficultmurder, assault aiul
—
armed-robberycases and won.
As state House Appropriations chairman, GaryLockeincreased
funding for education by cutting bureaucracy. The Seattle Times
called him ourmosteffectivelegislator.
As King County Executive,Gary Locke mergedagencies, built a
new regional jail (on time and under budget) and provided job
trainingandeducation toat-risk youths so they can become productive citizens.
Gary Locke is endorsed by: Washington State Patrol Troopers
Association; Washington Education Association; WashingtonFederationofStateEmployees;Northwest King,Pierce, Olympic PeninsulaandLongview-KelsoBuilding andConstruction Trades Councils.
"Locke 'sgoalsasGovernor build on the sameissueshe workedon
asa legislator and countyexecutive.He. willstrengthen education,
reform governmentregulationofbusiness,preserve the environment,
increase public safety and streamline state
'' government.But... what
(SeattlePost-Intelligencer,
ability
most
is
to
handle
crises.
matters
his
July16, 1996)

—

..

govern-

I

-year-old Democratic Gubernatorial candidate depended
heavily on a college loans,

Locke,

Gary

M ix ing retigion with

to pay through college.
Without those sources,I.oek
could not have gone college.
Education has always been
an important part of

seperation of
hurch and
stale. Locke
admits that
he is a re-

Locke's life. And,
should come as no
suprise that education is one of his
highest priorities
as governor.
Locke believes

lem by working with siaie and
local juvenile-justice officials
to developreforms. He supports
longer sentences for violentoffenders, hut believes all or a
portion of the sentence must be
served in a juvenile justice institution.
He also supports tough punishment for adult offenders. In

the

past,

he has worked with

Washington officials to override a veto of a bill requiring

mandatory

jail

time

Washington.
One of his goals to look at
every Washington agency and
program item. He hopes to iden

in making it so
that all Washington residents have the
right to an education.
Unlike his

lily ways to trim costs and main-

lain neededservices effective!)

IOMBP

ligious

person but (eels religion should not interfere with

opponent

Ellen
that it is
important to keep the University of Washington a public
school since it keeps education
Craswell, he thinks

affordable for state residents.
He does, however, think that
out of state residentsshould pay
more.
As Governor, he wants to propose specific goals for academic
excellence in public schools.
These goals include that 80-percent of all fourth graders
readat a fourth-gradelevel, and

that Washington's students'

test

scores in math, science, language, language arts and history far exceed the national av-

erage.

government.

In the area of crime, he plans
to hold criminals accountable
lor their crimes, work to protect citizens from crime and attempt to stop crime before it
happens.
Locke began his career in
public service as a criminal
prosecutor. He argues that he
knows what it takes to be tough
on crime and keep people safe.
Even though the violent crime
is decreasingin the state, juvenile crime is going up. Locke
argues that the juvenile justice
systemis failing citizens due to
slow process.
Locke hopesto cure this prob-

Locke, the son of an Asian
immigrant,was born in Seattle.
He grew up in Yesler Terrace,
which was then a housing
project lor families of World
War II veterans.
His is currently the King
County Executitive, where he
manages nearlyI3.000 employees, administers a $2 billion
budget and drects several regional services. Prior to that,
he was a prosectuting attorney
and a state legislator.
He is married to Mona Lee, a

former KING-TV reporter.
During a rally in downtown
Seattle, Vice President Al Gore
said Locke "represents the
American story."
"Gary Locke has the experience to run this state," Gore
added. "He is tough, lough,
tough on crime."

Who would you pick for governor?
"I would vote for Gary
Locke because at the gubernatorial debate, he was shaking hands with more of my

"I'm going to votefor Gary
Locke. I'ma liberalEastCoast
man and Imust vote for a
Democrat."

friends."

Diego Vitelli
Senior, Marketing/

Christopher
Dorling

Spanish

Senior, Economics

"Although I'm a Republican, Iwon't votefor Craswell.
Shecan 't puta cohesive statement

together."

Matthew Muld

Junior, business

for

burgulars.
Like many other politicians
Locke plans to streamline the
government. In this case, it's

"GaryLocke, because Ellen"
Craswell is a scary woman.
Leigh Miller

Junior, History
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Voters dodge campaign shrapnel on Web site
Alter being subjected to a barrage of election sound bytes and
negative campaign ads, the average citizen almost requires a hard
hat anda shield just todeflect some
of the political shrapnel raining
down. Often a little information
goes a long way towardproviding
potential voters shelter from the
election blitz. The Campaign '96
(http://
web
site
www.campaign.96.com)is such a
foxhole,taking the user to the front
line without even having to leave
the shelter of a computer lab.
Peppered with nice graphics,
fromcandidate pictures topatriotic
symbols, the Campaign '96 web
site is visually stimulating without
being too cluttered. Crisp, clean
designkeepsthe focus ofthe site on
the information at hand and volumes ofinformation await the user
at every click.
ThePresidential electionportion,
for instance,reveals links to every
candidate's own web site. Placed
right underpictures ofBill Clinton

—

(Democrat)andBob Dole (Republican) arcphotosofRoss Perot (Reform),HarryBrowne (Libertarian),

Ralph Nader (Green) and John
Hagelin (Natural Law), each of
which can call up theirindividual
web site home pages. Going beyond this levelofinclusion, thereis
aUsioV ihree other aliernalc-parly
candidates that also link up with
campaign web sites, and thereis a
list of all the current and former
candidates for President for 1996.
This makes comparing the politicians as simple asmoving amouse
ona pad.

There are also lists of Congressional candidates,so peoplecanget

information not only about their tion, there are links to directories
own state's potential representa- like Politics Now and Cap Web,
tives but those of any state. But media sites like CNN AllPolitics
don't think this page limits itself to andC-SPAN,and advocacygroups
national elections or federal of- ranging from Greenpeace to the
—
fices each state has its own run- NRA.They alsohave sites to serve
down,includingstate government liberals(Turn Left or Newt Watch)
positions and governor's races. In
the Washington location, for example, web browsers can access
the web site of current governor
Mike Lowry as well as those of
John Locke and Ellen Craswell.
There are links to other Washington sites, too, such as Washington
NOW, the Democratic Party or
MainstreamRepublicansof Washington.
In fact, the only significant element the state elections seem to be
missing is a guide to ballotmeasures. Of course, these would be
terribly hard to accumulate information on without significant resources.
However, the twomost valuable
aspects of the Campaign '96 web
sitearen't containedin stateor federal elections sections. The Chat

Room and the Web Guide provide
relief fromregular-typepoliticking
and open the gateway tounadulteratedargumentation oraccess to all
levels and formsof biased and unbiased information.
TheChatRoomhasbeen so busy
thai il has shut down servers nationwide. It got so bad that the
mediators had to restrict the numberofpeopleallowedtoparticipate
at a time. The ChatRoomis a great
place to spark a debate, and is far
safer than most places because
cyberpunchesdon' thurtthatmuch.
The Web Guide links to 22 political parties' web sites. In addi-

andothersto serveconservatives
(like the Christian Coalition and
Right Side of the Web). Perhaps
the most necessary facet of the
Web Guide is called "Best of the
Rest" and has tools to help citizens analyzewhat the candidates

are proposing,including a flat tax
evaluator and a national budget

simulation.
Sobeforeheadingto the trenches
(or the polling booth), be armed
withall the informationavailable.

C 00l <tnd exciting election

World Wide Web sites
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1. www.decision96.com

?

This site is the most awesome site. It'sfilled with stats, facts, profiles,
elections updates and more.

2. www.wa.gov/vote

Createdby Washington State legislators, this site gives information about
allthe candidates andballot measures that will appear on this year's ballot. All
voters shouldcheck this one out.

3. www.vote-smart.org

Voting records, campaignfinances, past and current position statements and
[performance evaluations for allpolitical hopefuls are on this site. The site is
funded by Project Vote Smart, a national, nonpartisan program startedin 1992.

4. www.dole96.com

Learn anything and everything you ever wanted to know about Presidential
CandidateBob Dole here. Dole campaign officials estimate that as many asa
million people check out this site on a daily basis.

5. www.perot.org

Get the know on BillClinton and Bob Dole's favorite political nemisis Ross
Perot. This site hashis political beliefs and business past.

6. www.locke96.com

Take an in-depth look at Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate Gary Locke
in this site.

1 7. www.nader96.org

Great graphics andlinks to pretty much every other Ralph Nader home page

lean be found on this site. Check it out and explore politics as you never ever
dreamed of.

Wanna get involved in the election?

. jfc .

Here's who to get in touch with
The Presidential race
Bob Dole's campaign
(202)414-6400

Bill Clinton's campaign
mfiWB7iQQ«
(206)287-1996

Ralph Nader's campaign
PO 80x19512
w v
nronn^
Washington,
DC
20036

campaign
Ross Perot's
,,
,
(509) 468-0510
nQv

CQ MKin

John Hagelin's campaign
(515)472-2040

The Governor's race
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Ellen Craswell's campaign

Natural Law Party
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The Beat life played to a Jazz rhythm
Jason Falk
Staff Reporter

Kerouac's work
He died in 1969, but thanks
Vincent Balestri. he continues

Multi-talented

live on.
The Velvet Elvis Arts Theatre
and Lounge is now running
"Kerouac: The Essence of Jack,"
an amazingly inspirational and entertainingjazzplaywrittenandperformed by Balestri and featuring
TheBrianKent Trio.

performer
keeps spirit of
Beat literature
alive.
Many people believe that with
theinventionofthetelevisioncame
the inevitable,impending death of
thenovel.
Rarelydo we see literary works
today that are comparable to the
likes of those by past authors such
as Dostoycvsky,Kafka,Celine or a
host of other talented writers.
Their booksincited discussions
on controversial topics, spoke about
religion as well as questioned and
challenged the accepted social
norms.
Oneofthe morerecent periods of
literary greatness was born in post
World War II America when the
"beat generation" exploded onto
the scene, founded by none other
than the beat poet himself, Jack
Kerouac.
In books like "On the Road,"
"TheDharmaBums" and "Mexico
City Blues," to name but a few,
Kerouac literally invented a fresh
and exciting new style of writing
called"spontaneousprose."
Like other great writers and poets, his work was considered controversial,at times evencondemned
by critics unwilling to acknowledge the beauty and passion of

to
to

Balestri chronicles thelife of the
memories of
his brother Gerard throughhis dispoet from childhood

It's like some
people who grow
up to be stock
brokers and
make millions
of dollars, but
all they ever
wanted to do
was drive a
train.
Vincent Balestri
covery of a new style of writing
based on Charlie Parker's impas-

sioned and spiritual jazz, to
Kerouac's appearance on William
F. Buckley's "The Firing Line,"
and hisbreakdown and earlydeath
from alcoholism.
You would believe it was

Kerouac himself telling the story,
as he seemingly materializes on
stage through Balestri's uncanny
resemblance to the writer.
For over a decade Balestri has
been performing the play and turning audiences on to Kerouac. As
part of his preparation he studied
tapes oftheauthor's voiceand spent
hours talking with Kerouac's first
wifeEdieabout their life together.
Balestri loves his work, was
drawn to it at an early age, and it
shines throughin his performance.
"Iknew in the fourth grade that I
wanted to be an actor," Balestri
saidafter the opening.
"It'slike somepeople who grow
up to be stock brokers and make
millionsofdollars,butall theyever
wanted to do was drive a train. I
alwaysknew this is what Iwanted
to do."

So,muchlike Kerouac,Balestri
is livinghis dream.
With the help of Brian Kent on
saxophone,Michael Bisio on bass,
and F. Rheade Whitwell on drums
andpercussion theyproduce amagical play.
They vibe off each other,recreating scenes from jazz clubs and
poetry sessions, at times ending up
in the same head space and invok-

ing a swirling serpent of energy
that invites the audience to dive in
and experience the bliss of unified
rhythm.
When theKentTrio returns us to
a Charlie Parker session, Kent

freestyling on saxophone, Balestri
reliving the powerful and life affirming moment whenKerouacand
Parker connect, thatenergy is overwhelminglyapparent.
Again, when Balestri had the

Vincent Balestrias Jack Kerouac.
audience call out passages as he
read from "Mexico City Blues,"
the serpent sucked the audiencein,
prompting Balestri to carry the
scene further, revelingin the moment.

Theplayrunsuntil Nov. 17, with

Photo Courtesy of John Neustadt

TheBrianKent Trioperforming on
Fridays and Saturdays.
All shows start at 8 p.m. Bring
your studenti.d.and get a discount
on tickets.
Experiencethe magic and beauty
ofKerouac.

The laser freaks vs. the Pumpkinheads
MEGHAN SWEET
Staff Reporter
When a haunting song about
childhoodneglectand abuse comes
alive in dancing flashes of light,
what do they look like?
Well, whenthe songistheSmashing Pumpkins' "Disarm" and the
images are being generated inside
the great dome ofthe Pacific Science Center's laserium, they are
red and pulsing, muted only by
traces of misty white clouds.
"Laser Smashing Pumpkins" is
the newest showon the menu at the
perrenial laserium,premiered Oct.
9.
Ifopeningnight is any indication
of it's success, both the 7:30 and

Billy Corgan and D'Arcy
SmashingPumpkins.

of

9:00 showingsattracted enthusiastic, capacitycrowds.
which shoot across and around a
While it does focus heavily on whitedomein time with the music.
the latest CD, "Mellon Collie and
Often times, the images are gartheInfinite Sadness,"there are also nishedwithmoredeliberate animaseveral songs from 1991 's "Gish" tion.
One of themostnotable instances
and 1993's"Siamese Dream." Only
"Pisces Iscariot," a 1994collection of this is during the song
ofraritiesand B-sides,is neglected. "Silverf**k," when an animated
The show itself, like all of the manbeatshis guitar with the ferocScience Center'slaser fantasy spec- ity demanded by the song's final,
taculars, is awe-inspiring.

Each of the songs is carefully
brought to life by beams of light

hard-hittinglicks.
The opening night audience
cheered forthis nicely timed finale,

Photo

Courtesy of Virgin Records

Some people even bring towels
The focus seems to be on songs
which best utilize the unique im- and blanketsto allow formaximum
comfort.
ages generated by the lasers.
Those in the back of theline arc
Ballads, such as "Tonight, tonight," arecapturedbyslowermov- condemned to the theater seats,
where they have to tilt their heads
ing beams intendtd to intrigueand
back in order to look up at the
captivate the audience.
Harder songs bring with them lasers.
The SmashingPumpkins arc only
throbbing flashes intended to elicit
the
the
audilatest artists to havetheir music
shouts and clapping from
capturedby
the lasers.
ence. "Muzzle" and "CherubRock"
currently featuredat
artists
Other
produce
effectthe
most.
seemto
this
However, no matter how good the laseriumarc Jimi Hendrix, the
LaserSmashing Pumpkins is (and Doors, Nirvana, Pink Floyd and
it is excellent), any audience others.
Laser SmashingPumpkins shows
member's enjoyment ofit is going
nights at7:3Oand9:OO,
Wednesday
to be determined by several other
and Saturdaynights at 9:00. Tickfactors.
Being a "Pumpkinhead," defi- ets are $6.75.
nitely adds to the enjoymentof the
show.

and the song itself is the show's
highlight, featuring hypnotic spirals, a variety of color, and anenveloping darkness during the end
of the song's slow bridge.
Another interesting thing about
this particular song is that it isn't
one ofthe group's'hit singles.
Thisshowdoesn t focus oncramminginevery SmashingPumpkins
song ever to get radio airplay. In
fact,hugehits such as "Landslide,"

" 979," "Rocket" are missing.
1
and

Huge fans of the group can compare the imaging they see to what
they'veprobably alreadyimagined
in their own minds, as well as the
fact that they can sing along.
Another factor is how experienced one is at attending laser
shows.

Those inthe knowrecognizethe
need to arrive early inorder to attain a prime spot in the middle of
the theater so they can lay back on
the carpeted floor.

James Iha also of Smashing
Pumpkins.
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Clinton andLocke
understand students
As manyofus here at Seattle Universityprepare to votefor the first time
in a presidential election, we must consider our goals as students and
citizens, anddecide where we want the future to lead us. We want access
to higher education without having to find ourselves in an incredible
amount ofdebt.We face theloss ofstudentloan programsinorder toreign
in our national debt. We need elected officials who understand our
concerns and can lead us away from these troubles. We needDemocrats
Bill Clinton andGary Locke.
Clintonhas provedhimself a friend to students, as well he should. His
daughter and thechildrenof Vice-President Al Gore will soonbe college
students themselves. Both the
President and Vice-President understand the worriesofourparents
and can hear for themselves, in
their own homes, from their own
children, the fears of this generation.But it wouldbeunfair to say
that Clinton's only merit comes
from his offspringand thoseofhis
running mate.
One of Clinton's biggest platiour future. form issues is increasingcollege
tour choice |access so thatall Americans have
an opportunity to succeed in
today's economy.His administration has increased the minimum
Pell Grant by $S(K) and has worked on theDirect Student Loan. He still
fears people will miss out on higher education because of financial
concerns,and vowsto work at gettingyoung adultsaccess to theeducation
and trainingthey need to be competitive in the workplace. Someof his
proposed collegeincentive programs includelax creditsor taxdeductions,
which will hopefully defer the bulk ofeducational expenses.

Gary Locke is also an ally to students and an advocate of higher
education. He frequently asserts that educationis the "great equalizer."

He, Ukc CUnlon,believesthe economy cannot progress and employment

rates won'trise if the workforceisn't prepared.

Locke wants to increase enrollment in communitycolleges and fouryearuniversities in order to meet increaseddemandfrom employers.He
firmly believes the state must renew its efforts to retrain unemployed
persons,again withthe intentofmaintaininga well-preparedemployment
pool. Locke also would like for the state to fulfill its commitment to
provide telecommunication links for grades K-12 to state university
facilities.
These twocandidates understand the demands weare facing.We must
support themin their efforts toresolvethe problems ofour generation, the
problemsof our stale and our nation.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Teri Anderson,

Megan McCoid and Staci McDaniel. Signed commentaries
and cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors and not
necessarily thoseof The Spectator, thatof Seattle Universityor
its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be no more than 300 words in length and must include signatures,addresses and telephonenumbers for verification during
daytime hours.The deadline for letters is Wednesday at 3 p.m.
All letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator. Sendletters viacampus mailorthepostal service to:
The Spectator, Seattle University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA
98122, or send e-mail to spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Candidates' wives assume
traditional public image
Election theme seems to be "Stand By Your Man"
Witnessing theelection-timepersonalities of the twopotential first
ladies, Hillary Clinton and Elizabeth Dole, is a chance not only to
evaluate how the two major candidates for presidentregard therole
of women, but also is an opportunity to see just how the American
public thinks women fit into society.Both womenhaveenteredtheir
husbands' campaigns as if expecting to illustrate the"radical"differences betweenthe twoverymoderate, center-aligned candidates, but
both have similar facades. While
both womenarc admirable fortheir
achievementsand deserve considerable respect, they must also be
heldup tointense scrutiny for what
they represent.
Elizabeth Dole portrays herself
as a very traditional woman. When
she talks about her husband's visionof America,it'salmosteasy to
hear the lyrics to "Stand By Your
Man' set to"Stars and Stripes Forever."Dolederides HillaryClinton
for the visible, active role she took
inher husband's administration and
tries tocome across as a more deferential and supportive wife than
Clinton. But don'tbe led tobelieve
Dole is nothing more than a successful politician's wife. She can
work a crowdbetterthan a hustler
selling bottlesofsnake oiland possessesas muchmediasavvyas many
members of Congress.
Dole exudes a simple,domestic
charmthat appeals to the conservativevoterandtoallthe warm, fuzzy
memories of grandma's kitchen in
the farmhouse.No way wouldanyone first think ofher as a graduate
of Duke University who rebelled

beside her husband as she can. In
this way, she is very much like
Dole, althoughthere is a considerableamount of negativepublic sentimentaround her that Dolehasn't

had to contend with.
How far has feminism really
come, then, if our leaders' wives
are still expected to fill the high

STACI MCDANIEL
Opinions Editor

heels and aprons of generations

past? The unfortunate truth is that
the Americanpublic still seems to

perceive strong, smart women as
going against some sort of natural
RedCross. Thisis not anything for hierarchy, and people would cerher tobe embarrassed of, to besure, tainly believe that the man who is
but her many accomplishments
married to such a woman is no
have been downplayed and her longer "wearing the pants" in that
place as a loyal wife has been ac- relationship. In this nation, we so
value images of masculine power
centuated.
Dole seems to havelearned from thatany doubt cast overthe strength
Clinton's 1992 campaign experi- of someone who wishes to be a
—
ence surelyeveryoneremembers
leader can cause serious political
Really, if the man can't
trouble.
prothe pressure put on Clinton to
inline,howcan he
recipe
keep
woman
afhis
duce her favoritecookie
nation
together?
a
the
recipe
keep
terBarbara Bush had such
published. That seemed (and still
It's hard to remember all the
seems) to bea frivolous request of
a successful attorney whoseunder- progress thefeminist movementhas
graduate studies were in political made when faced with this almost
—
science and psychology, whose schizophrenic view of women
collegeclassmatesdescribed her as it's all right for women tobe intelless inclined to gossip about boys ligent, independent and accomthan discuss the problems of the plished... so long as nobody else
notices! Certainly there are more
world.
Clinton constantly faces asser- opportunities for womentoday than
tions that she is domineering and everbefore;nobodycoulddisagree
interested mainly in running the with that. But the fact remains that
White House from behind the it isn'tcompletely acceptable for a
woman to be her husband's equal
scenes, as well as being subjected
as some might argue in the
(or,
barrage
toa
of allegations over the
cases
Whitewater scandal. Her husband
of Clinton and Dole, her
allowing
for
her
to
was criticized
husband's superior).
We can view Bob Dole or Bill
so
involved
in
become
hisadministration, but noone would standup Clinton as moreopen-minded than
against her mother's urgings to tosay thatshe has valuable insight, the average citizen because they
major in home economics and in- a superior intellect, and a back- married capable, knowledgeable
women,but wemust maintain seristead got a degree in international ground that has surelypreparedher
ous
would
for
the
she
undertaken
as
reservations about the way in
nobody
affairs. And
accuse
tasks
has
Clinton
has
which
their wives are being used
Lady.
lobbyist,
although
And
while
being
her of
a
First
so
abiliandsubverted
topromotetheirhusmany
aspects
indeed
ofher
successfullypersuadedlegislashe
tors to insist on more attention- ties yet to reveal to the American bands' careers.
grabbingbrake lights (she is oneof public, her role in this campaign
the people behind the light that's seems to be to emphasize family Staci McDaniel is the opinions
mounted in therear windowof new and children, wearplentyofpastels editor of the Spectator. She's a
vehicles).Dole was herselfamem- to soften her "masculine" traits, juniorpolitical science major.
ber of the Cabinet in Ronald and stand as quietly and smilingly
Reagan's administration and has
since been head of the American
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Defeat congestion, pollution, urban sprawl
RTA proposal can help to save area from "impending doom"
Maybe the ideaof1.4million more people living in
the Puget Sound areain the
next 25 years doesn't scare
you. As for myself, Itry to
be optimistic abouthow this
will impact traffic, the envi-

cost to us? The average family wouldpay
$8permonth(compare
that to what a family
spends on Halloween
costumes orcable TV).
With a little scrimpronment, urban sprawl, etc.
ing, we can keep this
Ilike to think, lor exarea pleasant tolivein.
Besides, what are
ample,thatthe way wetransDeLappe
the
realistic alternaport ourselves in a quarter
Michelle
century will be more effiAdding to1-5 is
tives?
Spectator Columnist
impossible, unless
cient and less environmentally damaging than all the cars we putter you've figured out a great (not to mention
about in now. Perhaps oneof our SU engi- cheap) way to stack freeways vertically.I
neeringdesign teams will come up with a guess we could just pave over Lake Washgreatelectric car for us to use by that time. ington,since that's ourreal problem.
I've eventhoughtof a futuristic model myOkay, enough sarcasm. The point is, we
self: a hovering machine that runs on sun haveno other practical alternatives toalleviand windenergy via pinwheelsmade outof atecongestion,pollution, and urban sprawl.
solar panels.Okay,so the concept has a few Evenif freewayde-

Executive Director. First he told me that
there are only two cities he knows of that
have ever solved their traffic problems: Seattle in 1970 when Boeingclosed and Houston in the 1980s with the catastrophic problemsofoil companies. "Congestion is a sign
of economic well-being,"White points out.
He explained to me how, if a bunch of
people remove themselves from rush-hour
traffic,other people will inevitably take their
place. Just as Ifill up my own space with
junk, no matter how much space Ihave,
drivers take up howevermuch they're allotted in freewayspace.
Look at 1-90, forinstance.One year after
construction, traffic had increasedby 60,000
vehicles aday.Manypeoplecan follow their
whims andcross thelakebecauseitislessof
a hassle now, whereas before they would

avoid it.

-^^__^^__^^_

minorflaws.
On the other hand, maybeIshould stop
crossing my fingers for some miracle to
remedy congestion, pollution, and urban
sprawl and start acting to change the situation. Short of kicking all the Califomians
out (that would meanI'd have to go too!),
the Regional Transit Authority Proposal
soundslike a good way toactuallydo something about the impending doom of the
Puget Sound Region.
OnNovembersth, you can vote for the
RTA proposal: it offers an electriclight rail
from theUDistrictto Sca-Tac, acommuter
rush-hour rail from Everett to Tacoma, a
high-occupancy vehicle (HOY)lanesystem
onthe freeways,regionalexpressbus routes,
and improvementsto localbus service.The

As for the asser-

velopmentwerefea-

tion that ridership
talkgoes down after
we
ing major money
mass transit develcosts
freeway
a
5
opment, TheSeattle
no
times more to build
Times
column
than a light rail line,
claims, "Atlanta
which moves the
built the MARTA
equivalent of 12
to
heavy-rail system
lanes of freeway.
and transit ridership
One concern freratestell 36percent.
quently raisedis(hat
Portland built the
other cities that inMAX light rail system and transit ridership
stall this kind of transit system still have rates fell 33 percent. San Francisco built the
with congestion.A column in last BART system and transit ridership rates fell
problems
'
Sunday s SeattleTimesevenwent so far as to 17 percent."
assertmass transit ridership goes down after
"'Lies, damn lies, and statistics'," White
such improvements.
responds, quotingMark Twain.The column
Iran these concerns by Bob White, RTA nevcrdescribes whatthese mysterious "Iransible, we'd be

—

The point is,
have other
practical
alternatives
alleviate congestion

Politicians, voters alike bear blame for political ills

natives to Republicansor Democrats? Our governmentis run by"We
the People." It is not run by"Some of the People"or "A CertainType
ofPeople."And it shouldn'tbe.Given this set ofcircumstances, what
docs a political party like the Natural Law Party or the Green Party
have to offer the average American citi/.en, with his or her average
cal forecasters are predicting
concerns about jobs and family?
that this year's presidential
Absolutelynothing.
election will have the lowest
As collegestudents at a private university, wecan afford topoint
voter turnout in years. Why the
out the wrongs ofthestatus quo and endorse themerits of "ecological
emptypollingbooths?Because
—
wisdom"or "natural law" yours truly is as guilty as thenext person.
the fact of the matter is,people
However, because we live in a country that pri/xs a governmentrun
today are turned off by the
KHOA
NGUYEN
by the people and for the people, we must understand that a political
gamesplayedbypoliticiansof
Spectator
Columnist
party that represents a small minority of elite college students just
the two-party system.
won't work. Contrary toevery philosophy major's belief, the majorLet'sexamine the current state of affairs.
of
of Americans haven't read cither John Locke or Ralph Nader
side,
Clinton,
compromises,
ity
there is Bill
a master
a
On one
cowardly president who refuses to stand up for core Democratic (whetherpeople should read them is another matter).
This is thecurrentstate ofAmerican politics in all ofitsdisingenuvalues and is even willing to compromise his own basic principles
(which may point to a lack thereof). On the other side, there is Bob ous glory. As active participants in this game,we have every right to
Dole, a relic of World War 11, a candidate who is quick to point out rage andcomplain when thingsaren't as theyshouldbe.Nonetheless,
his opponent's character flaws while refusing to sec his own.Must I there is just absolutelynoexcuse for voter apathy. Quick as we arc
remindreadersthatDole compromisedhisownpolitical beliefs when to blameourpoliticians, wemust alsobear a lot of the responsibility.
he aligned himself with the Christian Coalition, one of America's After all,politicians lie and give us 10-second sound bytes because
foremost extremist groups? And for all the attacks on Clinton's that '.v what we want.Our attention spans are tooshort to allow public
maritalproblems,it is interesting that Dole, a purveyor of "family officials to be anythingmore than vague. And when a public official
values," divorced his first wife to marry a woman befittingsomeone is brave (or naive) enough to tell the truth, a strange phenomenon
ofhis political stature. Yethe is stilIable to garner the supportof the occurs: theAmericanpublic refuses tolisten to harshrealities,acting
like babiesand allbut beggingfor thequick andeasysolutionsoffered
ChristianCoalition.
by
our elected nannies.
Amazing, isn't it?
as itmay be, onecan'tridthe countryof a national
Asdisappointing
Inthis never-endingimagegameofpartisanpolitics, theAmerican
debt,
security and Medicare, provide for the poor,
for
social
pay
cynical
regard
to the
voter has grown less trusting and more
with
defense,
good
maintain
a
reduce crime, protect the environmentand
result,
week,
whenClinton is re-elected next
it
political system. As a
taking on the responsibilities that
without
him,
research
butbecause fund scientific
won't bebecause theAmerican voter fully supports
it
be
taxes
or whatever. We all want to
entails,
and
a
each
issue
whether
place,
hard
heis the "lesser oftwoevils." Placedbetween arock
is, how are wegoing
the
cake.
The
proverbial
question
so-called
third
have
and
toeat
party
who else is there to turn to? Certainly not the
it?
to
for
pay
candidates.
Our country is not perfect,and won' t beanytimesoonif Americans
Amid the hooplaol the Republican and Democratic candidates'
struggle for power, these lesser-knownand attention-starved candi- continue onthis roadofapathy Inorder for "We thePeople" to "form
dates hungrily scramble after any kindof mediaexposure they can amoreperfect Union," wemust grow upourselvesbefore wecan tell
get, as ilsuch crumbs willbe enoughtoreplace the feast thathas been and expect our leaders to do the same.
withheldfrom them.
Khoa Nguyen is a junior. He is majoring in both English
While it's wonderfulthat ourdemocracyallows such a plurality of andpsychology.
ideas,do these thirdparties exemplifycredible and pragmatic alterAsk around andyou'llprobably discover that most Americans are dissatisfied with the
current state ofpolitics. Politi-

.

sit ridership rates" arc, but White explains
that their numbers show the percentage of
trips made by mass transit out of the total
numberof tripsmade inall formsof transpor-

——

tation motorcycles, cars, buses, trains,
etc. city-wide. After improvingmass transit,space on theroad was freed upand people
begantomake' moretripsoveralI.What these
statisticsdon t showis that theactual number
ofriders increased significantly.
We already know the proposed measures
provide viable alternatives to driving the
rush-hour commute alone.For example, the
HOY lane on 1-5 North into Seattle "carries
60 percent of the people on the freeway

during rush-hour," said White. That's the
type of result RTA shoots for: "the most
congestedcorridors and the most congested
times of the day."
So instead of crossing your fingers for a
miracle solution, vote for the RTA proposal.
As White states, "We can't afford either
financially, socially, or environmentally to
do otherwise."

Michelle DeLappeisa seniormajoringin
English.

Letter to the Editor:

ASSU neglects
residents in recent
freshmen elections
With the close of another ASSU
election,our democratically elected

student governmenthas dutifully
neglected 16 percentof its
—
constituency the residents. While
offering a campus-wide election for
freshmen representative is an innovative
and exciting ideal, obviously the
democratic tenets the student
government believes to be its basis of
operation arc absent.
Constitutionally,"polling areas
include,but are not limited to:
Administration Building,Student
Services, and the Student Union,"
which unfortunately neglectsthe
resident student who may not have
business in any of the three buildings
mentioned. Regrettably, the ASSU
elections committee deemsit necessary
to provide only the 'bare minimum" to
its population. This probably accounts
for the low voter turnout of 256
students, not allof whom were
freshmen.
Our question is this: if the elections
were for freshmen representative,and a
majority of freshmen live on campus,
why wasapolling place not offered in
theresidence halls? Were the elections
restricted in an attempt to limit mistakes
(let'snot forgetlast year's mockery of
the electoral process) or are our elected
representativesnegligent by not
providingample and appropriately
placedpolling tables?
Inorder to better represent all
students, it is in the student body's best
interest to have a voting table in a
residence hall. Perhaps a constitutional
amendment is required tomeet such a
need.
Sincerely,
Residence Hall Association
Executive Council
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PNWAC Tourney Preview

SPORTS

Men's soccer team earns third seed
Jason

lichtenberger

Staff Reporter

The
Little

The SU men's soccer team, the
number three seed for thePNWAC
tournament, must complete a
Viking conquest in the semifinals.
The Chiefs will face second
seeded Western Washington. The
game will beplayed atSimonFraser
University, which hosts the
tournament as the top seed.

Things
MATTZEMEK
Sports Editor

One of the by-products of
America's fierce obsession with
winning is its love of anything
that's flashy oremphatic. Players
and fanslove tolettheiropponents
knowjust howmuch theyoutclass
them. Taunting, trash talking, and
chest-thumpingarerepresentations
of such a mindset.
As aresult,highlight videosand
marketing campaigns are filled
with slamdunks, "monsterrejections," bonecrushing hits, long
touchdown passes, and majestic
home runs. It's no secret that the
masses of sports fans inthis country embrace the high-voltage elements of competition. Behindall
the noise,however,lurks this reality: the subtleand less spectacular
partsofthe craft separate winners
from losers in each sport. Why is
this point significant? It should
make us (or our teams) want to
win,but inasensitive and discerning way, not in a fierce and arrogant way.
First, let's consider basketball,
and the Sonics inparticular.They
erased two years of hauntingly
painful memories by doing these
things: breaking through a psychologicalbarrier andhittingpressure cooker free throws.
The psychological barrier was
the Sonic's previous inability to
win a first round series. Tied in
their firstroundseriesagainst Sacramentoanddown 10 points with
sixminutes to play ingame 3, the
Sonicspulledout the winandnever
looked back. The Sonics, in disposingofHoustonandUtahwhile
pushing the Bulls to six games,
played with rediscovered confidenceandenthusiasm.That'swhat
lifted them to the Finals.
And then there were four.Four
free throws, thatis.After all ofhis
highlight-video dunks and awesome moves, Shawn Kemp defined himself, his team, and his
season bydoingwhat?Hittingfour
free throws in the final minute of
game 7 against theJazz.Does free
throw shooting sell tickets? No.
Does it winplayoff games? Yes.
Itis baseball,however,that promotes theunspectacular morethan
any other major sport. It rewards
the unspectacular because of its
emphasis on fundamentals. Any
good professional hitter, like future hall-of-famer Tony Gwynn.
will tell you that swinging for a
home run is not fundamental baseball.Gwynn, whoprobably works
harder athiscraft thananyoneelse

in the game,has said that someof
his worst swings produced home

runs. Also consider that, whenever a hitter, especially a power
hitter, is asked about a home run
that he hit, the nearly universal
response is that he just wanted to
hit a ball hard and drive it. For
power hitters, a home run is an
extended andelevated line drive.
Secondly,theoft-neglectedcraft
of bunting yes,that act whereyou
tap aball 20feet in front ofa plate
is central toplayingwinningbaseball. In key situations, any good
major leaguer must know how to
"lay one down." Seattle baseball
fans should remember that the
Mariners' 1995 playoff run came
toanendbecauseofa failed sacrifice bunt. Down 1-0 to Cleveland
inthe bottomofthe sixthinningin
Game 6 of the 1995 American

-

-

LeagueChampionshipSeries,the
M's had the tying run at second
base with nobody out.Joey Cora,
who had keyed several Mariner
rallies throughouttheplayoffs due
to his bunting, failed to bunt the
runner to third.Ifhehad succeeded,
amere flyout by Ken Griffey, Jr.

would have tied the game. The

M's,now needingabasehit to tie

the game, couldn't get one, and
theIndiansheld ontotheirone-run
lead.They addedthreeintheeighth
on their way to a series-clinching
4-1 win.
With its 162-game marathon,
baseballalsorewardsresourcefulness, which manifests itself in
many subtle ways. There will be
many games wherea team won't
play well. The best teams inhistory stilllostone outof every three
games, or 54 out of 162. Many
winshave to comeugly.Championship teamsdon'tmaximizewinningstreaks-they minimizelosing
streaks. Just ask the California
Angels. After building a 13 1/2
gameleadover theMariners with
less than two months left in the
1995 season, the Angels let their
August tailspin continuedeepinto
September.Their collapseenabled
the surgingMariners to win their
first ever ALWest title. The limitationof failure, not the flourishing of success, makes a winning
baseball team. After all, it is the
only sport where one can fail 65
percent of the time and be alock
for the hall of fame.
When we focus on the flashier
andmoreemphaticallyperformed
elements of sporis, we'renotonly
losing a measure of sensitivity,
but we're not evenlooking at the
things that actually win championships.

|

TheChieftains facedthe Vikings
once this year, losing 1-0 at
Western. Despite the loss, SU
controlled much of the game. The
Chieftains could not score on the
irregularly sized Western field.
In a preview of the tournament
confrontation, theChieftains host a
non-conference contest against
Western this Saturday.
Injuries and a lack of scoring
have forced the Chieftains to go
through a number of line-up
changes, but their impressive 7-0
victory over Albertson's College
on Saturday may put a halt to the
roster shuffling.
At the start of the season, the
Chieftains used two forwards up

front. Sophomore Kurt Swanson combinessizeand speedwith good
has provided the most firepower, ball handling and makes great
leading the team with 11 goals. touches to creale opportunities for
Last year's leading goal scorer, SU. Hehas beena huge part of the
George Czarnowski, started the resurgence in offense, with two
year at forward, but has recently goals in the last two games.
Zack Pittis and Arne Klubbcrud
been sidelined after suffering a
remain
as the outside midfielders.
concussion aweek and a half ago.
senior,
Daryn
A
Pittishas battled his way
That has moved senior
line-up this year.
starting
into
the
Ditmore out of the midfield and
role
in getting the
key
plays
for
the
a
He
into the forward spot
fortheoffense
and dropping
up
1
Chieftains. He does not have the bal
to
the
Czarnowski,
help
but
he
back
defense.
speed of
Klubberud, a junior, has been
controls theballwellandis always
by injuries much of the
plagued
threat
on
the
a
field.
Sophomore JaminOlmstead has year. Recoveringjust in time for
played in the center midfield spot the playoffs, Klubberud proved
all ycarfor theChieftains. Always howmuchof a forcehe is with two
one ofthehardest workingplayers goals and three assists against
on the field,Olmstead hasamazing Albertson's. Lastyear, he led the
ball control and is an essential team inassists andis trying toreturn
player in setting up the Chieftain to that level.
The defense hasundergone few
offense. Althoughhe docsnotpost
changes,remaining
catalyst
solid all year.
huge numbers, heis the
for
outside,
Matt
Potter and
On
the
the offense as he controls the
have
put
together
Charles
Glenn
midfield andthe tempoof the game.
Although
ofDitmore
in
senior
seasons.
great
With the absence
the midfield, sophomore Stan neither feature great size, Potter
Thesenvitz has moved from the and Glenn are two of the toughest
outside into the middle and has players on the field no matter who
responded quite well. Thesenvitz
See Previezv on page 14
is a solid all-around player. He

Women get #2 seed, to face Western

Jason

lichtenberger

StaffReporter
After one of the most successful
regular seasons in the program's
history, the SU Lady Chieftains
must now prepare for an even
tougher challenge:the playoffs.
Currently, SUis 13-2overall and
6-1 in the PNWAC, earning the
second seed heading into the
conference tournament. TheChiefs
will host third seeded Western
Washington in the semis.
Although SU won both games
against the Vikings this year, this
will not be an easy contest. In the
first match, the Lady Chieftains
pulled out a 3-1 victory at home.
At Western, SU faced a2-0 deficit
athalftime,butscoredthree second
half goals in astunning road win.
Earningthe second seed wasvery
important because home-field

advantage takes on added
significance against Western. The
Vikings play ona fieldwithirregular
dimensions,and they knowhow to
use it. The Lady Chieftains found
that out when they went scoreless
for the first 70 minutes of their
contest in Bellingham.
SUhasa lotof firepower, though.
Forwards Katie Jackson and Jen

Sarroand seniorHeather Hirsh have
solidified the middle, and juniors
LauraRobinson andErinRoycroft
havebeen a boost on the outside.
Withsuch asoliddefense, theSU
goalkeepershavehad an easier job
in the net this year. When called
upon, however, Jen Burton and
TrinityMeriwood have responded.
With Burton and Meriwood in
the net, the Chiefs have recorded
ten shutouts, tying a team record.
The Lady Chieftains haveahuge
test before the playoffs. Saturday,

Mauck head a potent Chieftain
offense as the team's leadinggoal
scorers. Jackson scored oneof the
goals in SU's 3-2 victory over the
Vikings, and Mauck is always a SUhosts thePNWAC's top team,
SimonFraser. Earlierin the season,
threat with the ball.
Themidfieldhas kick-started the the Clan crushed the Chiefs 4-0.
SU offense by controlling game SU willneed to be more mentally
tempo. Sophomores Brooke Hill prepared for this contest.
With moreoffensive production,
and Larissa Coleman, along with
led
Armstrong,
have
the Chiefs can dominate in the
juniorMandy
due to theirgoalkeeping.
postseason
the midfield this year.
'
to gothroughCanada,
They
has
been
an
IIhave
also
The defense
Lady Chieftains
but
the
team's
confident
part
instrumental
of the
challenge.
ready
Carmen
are
year.
Junior
for
the
success this
BROADWAY
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SU celebrates Jason Palmer Day...11!
MATT ZEMEK

tryingto transform themselvesinto
burglarsjust before Halloween.
Palmer'sother trademark is his

An atmosphereof fun colored
the stands Saturday, as the
Jammin' Jesuits celebrated the
second annual JasonPalmerDay .
With two goals in the first five
minutes during SU's 7-0 romp
over Albertson's College, any
semblance ofdrama wasremoved
from the match.This enabled the

tried to imitate
the day's hero by wearing lake
moustaches or by making black

Sports Editor

Jammers, comfortably settled in

their fieldsidecouchseats, torevel
in the occasion that celebrated
SU'soutstandingbald goalkeeper.
SU fans, almost entirely made
up of the Jammin' Jesuits, the
school's athletic booster club,
donned flesh-colored plastic caps
in the attempt to replicate (as
reasonably as they could)Palmer's
signature dome. Some of the
students tried to stretch and pull
the flexiblecaps over their faces,

goatee. Students

markergoateesontheirfaces.Most
decided that the marker wasmore
stylistic.
The centerpiece of the day's
proceedings was thehalftime extravaganza that saw multiple Jason Palmers emerge before the
crowd'seyes.Brave SU students
volunteered to have their heads
completely shaved by the Chieftain cheerleadingsquad for some
smallprizes. Theparticipants were
brought out to the midfield line,
about ten yards from the stands,
and seated on reclining chairs.
Then the razors buzzed and the
thick crops of hair fell quickly to
the ground.
Then, the heads of the newly

shaven students could glisten in
the brilliant autumnal sunshine.
One ofthe shorn volunteers was
Jason Madrano, the newlyelected
freshman representative who
sportsagoateejust asPalmerdoes.
He put the event into perspective
and spoke for the majority of
attendeeswhenhe rationalized his
decision togo bald. He said,"I'm
a wild and crazy guy, just like
SteveMartin."
He was referring,of course, to
Martin's twangy "wild and cah-

ray-zee guys" utterance in Saturday Night Live's "Swinging
CzcchoslovakianBrothers" sketch.
But another of the participants
whoexperienced the razor's edge
had an exceedingly practical
approach.
Sophomore Philip Fondale, a
member of the new varsity swim
team, said that he was "tired of
swimming for the school (withall

this hair). Igotta get a cap on."
Yes, aerodynamics, usually
reserved forthephysics c lassroom,
entered into the celebration.
Thespirit offun washeightened
by Palmer himself, who came by

the end of the ceremonies, to
smile, greet somepeople and show
hisapproval ofthe wholescene.He
was family with some newly bald
SU students, not to mention the
at

Jammin'Jesuits.

Linda Mastrone / Spectator

A whole lotta shavin' going on: the halftime festivities proceed on the
secondannual Jason Palmer Day.
_^____

INTRAMURAL
SCOREBOARD
SOCCERTOURNAMENTS
Men's winner:
Sausage Fest (4 wins,0 losses)
Corec winner:
IBG(4 wins, 1 loss)

WWA d.El Blanco Elefantes,
2 games to none
Men
Tues., 10/22

GVC d. Follyball Squad, 2-0
TallDudes d. Dig n' Spike, 2-1
Thurs., 10/24
GVC d. Tall Dudes, 2-0
Follyball Squad d. Dig V
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EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americans are living longer than ever.So it's quite
IX.possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances areyou'll need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
taxfinancial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs
deferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.

—
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SRAs are easy. No pain,no sweat.

—
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The best way to build strength physical or fiscal is
to start at alevel that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You

Ensuring the future
for thosewho shape it.*"

can start with amodest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even ayear or two can have abig impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.

TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nations largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses.1
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

.

l.SlamA>rtc<Pm-jl-uuraiKtl)*liitf/i»alyjJ.1995; Lipper Analytical Service!. Inc..tif/rr-DimlmAiuityliaUDala. 1995 (Quarterly).
For morecomplete information, includingcharge,and upenur call I800842-2733.e.umion 5509. for proipectui.
Readthe pro.peclua carefullybefore youinvr.lor lend money. TIAA-CREF Individual ft !n.liluuonal Service* Inc..diitribuMCREF certificate..

Tues., 10/22
Fingding d.Good Stuff,2-0
Tree Lovers d.Co-Hab, 2-0
WKA d.Bump Set Bump, 2-0
Guamian Stylin d. Kill, 2- 1
Thurs.,10/24

TheCrew d. Spikes, 2-1
Tree Lovers d.Good Stuff, 2-0
Co-Habd.Fingding, 2-1
Kill d. Bump Set Bump, 2-1
Guamian Stylin d. WKA, 2-0
There were no flag football
games this weekend,due to
the intramural soccer
tournaments. Action will
continue this weekend, along
with the annual Punt, Pass, and
Kick competition. The event
will be held this Saturday at
12noon at the WestIntramural
Field.
Floor hockey results were
unavailable at press time. A
complete report will appear
next week.
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Week in

Hill climbs mountains
FRANCESCO FERRARO
Staff Reporter

Review

The Seattle University women's
soccer team is entertainingone of
its finest seasons ever. The women
are the second best team in the

\Notes from SU sports

MEN'S SOCCER:Defeated Central Washington, 2-0onOct. 23.
Highlights: Goals by Thesenvitz and Pittis; Palmer recorded 6th
shutout of the season.
Defeated Albertson's College (Idaho),7-0on Oct. 26.
Nuon,
Highlights:Klubberud: 2goals and3 assists;Swanson: 3 goals;
2 assists.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: Off this week. Next match: Saturday vs.
Simon Fraser,East Sports Field, 12noon kickoff.
TENNIS: Jessie Walter, who won the NAIA regional tournament a
few weeks ago, finished sixth in the NAIA division of the Rolex Small
College Championships in Memphis, Tennessee.
CROSS COUNTRY: Competes this Saturday in the PNWAC
championshp meet atLake Paddenin Bellingham, Washington.
Thewomen willrun at 10:30 a.m. and themen will run at 11:15 a.m.

PNWAC and have manhandled
their last two opponents. The
team'ssuccess is due to motivated
seniors and hard working underclassmen. One such outstanding

player is sophomore sensation.
Brooke Hill.
Hill was recently named
PNWAC playerof the weekfor her
outstanding performance against
Western Baptist. Hill broke the
PNWAC record for most assists in
a game,with four.

She also managed a goalin that
game,giving her a total of five for
Ihe season. Her workethicis insurmountable and noone is surprised
by her success.
"She is one of those players that
Iam glad to have on my side, and
that Idon't have to play against,"
saidseniordefender. HeatherHirsh.
Although her intramural volleyball team, theBlanco Elelanles, is
0-2, Hill has helped lead the
women's soccer team to an amazing 13-2 record. Teammatesand
coaches consider her a workhorse.
"She just goes and goes and will
do whatever Iask of her." said
woman'shead soccer coach, Jen
Kennedy. "That's the mark of a
great athlete."
Hill attended Wenatchee High
School, whereshe holds the record
for most career goals at 63.
Kennedy first saw her play there.
"I was interested in her incredible speed and non-stop attitude.
Not only that but sheis an excellent
Student," Kennedysaid.
Seattle University wasHill'sfirst
choice over other Washington
schools such as Pacific Lutheran
andGonzaga.She alsoturned down
many other Division Ischools to
play for SU. Hill wanted toattend
a school where she had the possibilityofbecomingan impactplayer
immediately.A private collegeand
the opportunity for a great education is what is important for Hill.
"I wanted toattenda school where
Icould have a comfortable balance
between soccer and school," said
Hill. "I got the feeling at the other
bigger schools, soccer would be
my life. When I visited SU I felt
there would be more of that balance."
Hill has adjusted quite nicely at
SU. She in majoring in Spanish
and hopestobe abi-lingual teacher.
She will be traveling to Puebla,
Mexico for the Winter and Spring
quarters and will be taking classes
there as part ofSU's study abroad
program. She is hoping to keepin
shape while she is there by playing
with some ofthe locals. Brook has
found tremendous support in school
and soccer from manypeoplehere.
"My professors arc really good
about everything, especially since
most of our games are on Thursdays and Fridays,"Hill said.
Brooke currently has a cumulative gradepoint average that would
coax any professor intobeing sup-

—

,

1

men's soccer preview
\from page 12

Ryan

Nishio / Photo Editor

Brooke Hill has been a standoutperformer at SU, on and off thefield.

portive. Althoughshe'dratherprcfer nobodyknow, youguessed it: a
fat solid4.0.
Brooke's teammatesarc not the
least bit surprised.
"She's one of the most hard
working perfectionists Iknow,"
said fellow teammate Shawna
Stine.
"Brooke is a stress case. She is
one of the few peopleIknow that
can make herself puke over writing a paper," said sophomore defender, LarissaColeman.

Although personal success is
important for Hill, she has a deep
concern for her friends and teammates. She is extremely humble
and would much rather tell you
about her teammatesthan talk about
herself. Brooke is the link which
provides camaraderie betweenthe
younger and older players on the
team.

"The team is really closeon and
off the field, and that is why we
have been so successful this year,"
she said.
Many of Brooke's teammates
compare her to the Energizer
Bunny;she keepsgoingand going
and well,youknow the rest. In
tact, Brookehas asthma, but hates
to come off the field when it starts
to act up.
"She'lljustkeeprunning, trying
to convince us that she's fine
through gasps of breath," admits
senior teammate, Mandy
Armstrong.
Toher teammates, Brooke leads

by example and hard work. For a
coach, well, they wish they could
have 20 Brooke Hills.
Although the support from
school is great, Brooke owes all
hersuccesstoherfamily.Accord-

ing to Hill, her parentsspend most
of their weekends driving to numerous places to watch their childrenplay.
"Withoutmy familyI
couldhave
nevermade it this tar. They have
beenvery supportive ofme and my
brotherand sister."
'Neither of my parents played
put mein it to
soccer. Ithink they
"
tire me out a bit. Hill recalls.
Hill began her soccer career at
the age of five and since thenHill
has been involved innumerous select teams. She was selected toher
area first team all league for three
consecutive years and joined the
OlympicDevelopmentProgram on
whichshe played for four years.
The oldest of three children,
Brookebelieves familyis the most
important part of her life. Whenevershehastheopportunity tohead
back to Wenatchee, she loves to
watch her little sister and brother
play soccer.
Hill is very excited about the
upcoming game against the number one team in the nation,Simon
Fraser.
"Simon is the team to beat to get
to nationals. We need lots of support on Saturday."
If Hill scores in that game she
may,along with teammateCarmen
Sarro,bust outalittle dance. Tosee
it justapproach themafter the goal
andsay, "Gimme some a dat!"
Brooke Hill is what moms and
dads, coaches and teammatesand
professors and classmates dream
of. Her hardworking, fun-loving
attitude isabsorbedby thosearound
her. Athletes like Brooke, who
possess such unselfish desire and
like SU find success.
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humbleness, are thereasons teams

this year. Heis postingsome ofhis
best numbers inhis third year with
the program. Palmer displays
tremendous ability inthe net andis
a very physical and vocal player,
driving fear intohis opponents.
With the Chieftains back on
track, they are hoping to return to
early season form, when they
defeated the University of
Washington and went 1-1ina very
competitive tournament in
California. This Saturday'sgame
will be ahuge test ofhow they will
fare against teams they willface on
theroad to thenational tournament.

theyface. Theyaresolidtacklers
and will doanything tomake sure
their men do not get by them.
Junior Tom Hardy and
sophomore Kelly Barton control
the middle of the defense. Hardy
has been the biggest force on
defensefor theChieftains. A team
leader,heis oneof thebestmarkers
around.
Barton,wholooks likehe would
make abetter fullback infootball,
useshissizeandspeedinastopper
role for the Chieftain defense.
All-American juniorgoalkeeper
Jason Palmer has been awesome

.
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They're fun, outgoing and have gr«at interpersonal
skills. They believe that worfc ah<J play can go together.
Arid they have the natural, American style that defines Abercrombie & Fitch. Fit this description?
Then we need you at Abercrombie.
We're one of the fastest-growing men's and women's
clothing retailers in the country because our stores
and clothes embrace a free, independent style that's
distinctly American. And a lot like you.
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Work at Abercrombie & Fitch and enjoy fun people,
cool music, and great discounts on the comfortable,
casual clothing that are uniquely ours. Hours are
flexible to fit your schedule.

Please call (800) 307-9107
Or you may pick up an application at a store near you
or check out our Home Page on the Internet for more
information and store locations. EOE

.

.

www abercrombie com
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COMPUTER
Pentium 100MHz. 850MB
Hard drive 16 MB of
RAM IT monitor Windows '95. Ether net card.
Mouse, key board, mouse
pad. $1 200,obo. 320-7930

Business / MBA intern
needed imed.atly to write
buS eSS P a S a d perf rm
administrative duties. Marketing ad cmPhasis on entertainmduStry
Sendresume to Micheal
Montgomery 320 Cedar Street
\////////////////////\
#2 2 Sea le' WA 98121 "
yyyyy///////////////
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Valets needed
r-,
i
Days,
nights weekends
andi
hohdays. Call and leave a
message at 907-1465.
j

Babysitter needed
-5 month old baby. I-2 nights per
week. Call Jen at 2 17-0424
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$100() sposslßLE

READING BOOKS. Part
tii
T,rne At Home TollFree
(I) 800-898-9778 Ext.R9260 for hstings.
-t^-
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the terminalillness of a loved one.

VISITING NURSESERVICES Hospice volunteers
prov.de caring, in home

I'

%T"

you have four hours a week to
give,please consider this
U iqUe °PP ortunitybereavement support
VOLUNTEERS. Your comPaSSIOnate sPort ca helP a
f
Hospice family
ad ust to life
de of loyed one
yisITING NURS£
SERVICES Hospice team as a
bereavement volunteer to reach
out to others in your community. Training and Support
provided. For information call
Maria Andrews 548-2402.
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FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Card fundraiser for
fraternities, sororities & groups,
Apycampus organization can
rajse up fo $1000 byearning
wh Pping 5 00/VISA aPPlica-

.
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Ca|l !.800-932-0528 ext

65

Qualified callers receive
rDfi? t

guidt

"
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$1000's POSSIBLETYPING.
?** Time AtHome To
Free ( 1 ) 800-898-9778 Ext. T9260 for listings.
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HOSPICE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Open your hear( to a family facing

,

Wanted toShare
Female ooking for same to
big apartment on
Capital Hill with view of
downtown. Safe neighborhood > Parking available,
Non smoking, no pets.
$310/mo. Call 782-2275.

YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THESPECTATOR!

COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line equals 27 letters and spaces.
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONENUMBER:
My classfied as should appear under the
My ad should read:

STATE/ZIPCODE:

heading. It should run in the

issue(s).

Completed forms shouldbe sent to: THE SPECTATOR, 900 BROADWAY,SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN: MEREDITH

ASSU and Undergraduate
Admissions present:—
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Thank you to all who attended clubs
worksh°P s and socials!

Attention Non-Traditional Students:
Scholarships available!
J
Ca|, your Rep Patty unehan for instructions, appli-<<;^^
cation requirements and benefits of the OmicronPsi Gold Honor Society. Call 296-6050 or e-mail
B
U|3 fo
linehanp@seattleu.edu
for more information.
S'JFI?
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H
202 or call
296-6048.
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Please bring a can of food to
donate to APO's Disaster
Relief Program

iTl^

We need 'your helpr for the 10th Annual
Turkey Banquet at Yesler Terrace!

NOWIS THE TIME TO startlooking for
YOUR DATE TO WINTER BALL WHICHIS
coming up onno vember 23.

Come with the Volunteer Center
Friday, November 22nd

/*\, v

Attention 1995 locker occupants!
All belongings from lockers checked out
last year need to be removed by the end
of fall quarter!
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ASSU presents
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Anytime between 9:30 a.m.
and 2 p.m. to the Yesler Terrace
#3 Community for
a holiday celebration.
Transportation is provided. If
you are interested in helping
SUB
out. drop
'
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A^COUSfICQI NIQmT
performed by S.U.

Center at 296-6035.
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Mini-Concert

it

if you meet me, ill meet you...
j

Amp

Monday,November 4
8"10 Pm- upper SUB

„

nnn
Call220-6048
for more Information

A

All ASSU Activities meetings will be held
on Wednesdays at 3:30p.m. in SUB 205.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
f*
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ASSU Council meetings for fall quarter
are Wednesdays from 8:30-10:30p.m. in SUB
205. Everyone is invited to attend.
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Pi Delta/ Alpha Phi Sigma
Criminal
Justice Honor Society will have a meeting at 7:30 a.m. on Tuesday, November 12 in

the Columbia Street Cafe.

Kristy Bormann, Ryan Liddell
and Scan Wehan

1

AIDS Awareness Committee meets every
Wednesday at noon in the Upper Chieftain.
xr
v i
Volunteer
and help
organize AIDS Awareness
week. Please join us! Call Leigh at 296-2020
for more information.

.
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DOM'T CHOKE ON
CANDY CORNS!

Page preparedby the ASSU office. This page isfor registered clubs and organizations to advertise information about
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.

